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Preface

This is one of sip monographs written during the period covering the latter

half qtf 1974 and the first months of 1975 and that review developments in American

higher education through the mid-1970s. The sources have been articles and books

published in large part between 1964 and 1975. Writing during this period,has been

'vOiuminoust-augmented in the last five years by the many reports, staff studies

and other project prompted by, or related to, the work of the Carnegie Commission

on Higher Education. The output has been so great that it is difficult lor the

cop.ege administrator, much less a faculfy member involved in his own discipline,

to iew the literature in any broad perspettive.

When the Lutheran Education Conference of North.America established its

Commis on on the Future in 1972, it developed a series of proposals for projects

that woul result in documents useful for planning among the colleges related to

the Lutheran urch. One of the resources requested by the Commission on the

Future was an ove ew of the current status of higher education in.the United Statet

as that was reflected, in the contemporary literature. Ins- addition, the Commission

requested that \this overview be particularly directed to the implications for

planning for the Lutheran colleges.

In early 1574 I was asked to undertake this particular phase of the work of.

the Commission. After the Commission approved a preliminary outline/, and after I

had completed certain other commitments, including meetings in Germany and Switzer-
,

land in Jue, 1974, I 49ned to the
.

development of these monographs. I had consider-

ed assembling the materials in a single and fairly brief report. As the writing:

progressed, however, it becaue obvious that I would not be ab1.0 to complete the

work, at least to my satisfaction, in a single document. After making several
4,

revisions in the format, I decided on six monograph's, five of which would deal with

general topics, and the sixth of which would focus upon the) colleges related to the

i
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Lutheran Educational Conference of North America. The Commission on thd Future

reviewed drafts of four of the monographs in October, 1974 and approved the contipu-
.

ation of the work.

The six monographs are being issued under the general title of Trends in

American Highbr Education: A Review of Recent Literature. The titles of the six

monographsiare:

No. 1 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review,of Recent
Literature--Enrollments

No. 2 Trends in American Higher Education: A Revitiw of Recent
Literature--Students in the 70s

No. 3 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature--Governance (Organization and Administration)

'No. 4 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Litdrature--netructionel Programs

No. 5 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature- Financing the Program

No. 6 Trends in American Higher Education: A Review of Recent
Literature--Implications for the Predominantly Undergraduate
'Church-Related Institution

The monographs, while each of diem is fairly lengthy, do not pretend to present an

exhaustive analysis of all of the literature that has been produced. The selection

of books and articles from which the material it drawn was arbitrary.. These are

theltealt considered by the author to be of significance and that w ere readily

accessible to him and that would appear to be readily accessible to those who would

be using the monographs. Each monograph provides a substantial cross - section of

the writing and opinion on each of the topics. The sixth monograph draws upon the

-preceding five monographs and attempts to outline specific implications for planning

for predominantly undergraduate church- related institutions. It will be noted that,

arid thie is Particularly the case for the most recent information, the monographs

draw heavily upon the Chronicle of_Higher Education. The Chronicle provides the

4



most up-to-date ieferences on the items covered; some.of the references are taken

from issues in December 1974 and January 1975.

....
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The Governance,of American Higher Educational.
Institutions: Systems Under AttaCk

Few topics concerned with the current state of higher education have elicited

'"1
such broad ranging discussion as that of governance. The diseuption in the opera

of colleges and universities in the United States in'the 1960s projected

\governance to the forefront of educational discussions. In 19704 the Presidents

Commission on Campus Unrest referred to patterns of governance as the fQcal point

for the question of "who shall have the power to make organizational and educational

decisions" and contended that governance was becoming "one of the most hotly' disputed

topics on American campuses today."1 The report and recommendations of the Carnegie
t.

.P I .,

Commission on Higher Education on.the subject ..of college governance begins with the

statement; "The governance of higher education in the United States is currently

1
more subject to challenge than it ties been in most earlier historical periods." The

report goes,, on to observe that governance:

has been subject, particularly over the Vast decade, to a number
of internal and external attacks and collisions. This develop-,

ment reflects the pressures of conflict-and change now affecting
academic life, because both conflict and change make the processes-

,

of decision making more important to those who participate in, or
are substantially affected by,.higher education. .Central issues
have been raised. Basic principles-are at stake.2

The more recent developments relating to collective bargaining and the continuing

, debates over the nature and appropriateness of tenure have kept the

lively and, if anything, have made the whole situation more comp.

scussions

In Canada the concern over the governance of postsecondary institutions has

also emerged with special force in the 1960s and continues to full debate in the

1970s. Reginald Edwards points to the increased presence of ale Federal Government
1
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in higher education in Lanada following World War II and to such evelltin the .1960s

as the negotiations of Quebec for federal funds, the establishment of a Stand

Committee of Ministers of Education which in 1967 became the Inter-provincial Counci7

of Ministers of Education, and the Technical and Vocational Training Assistan Act

(19.60) as signs of feimett in Canada. He ob erves also thatvirtually every ro-'

vince initiated an inquiry into education gederally or higher education specitcally

between 1950 and 1968.
3 A publication addressed to the future of postseco dary

education in Ontario calls attention to the emergence of "the student p er movement

as a potent factor in theeddcational affairs Of the province" and n tes the growing

conflict over tenure andcollective barg4incng nit Canada.
4 And Murray Rost refers

to develo :tient6 in Canada as "the most profound in university government in Canada

in the past half century. n5 New academic structures are emerging in Germany in the

early 1970s, and they may represent the most sweeping changes in German university

governance it centuries. The French Orientation Aet'of 1968 created new alignments

in France and new proposals advanced early in 1975 could have even more far-reaChing

impact. In England the Department of Educati n and Science emerges as a formidable

,6
power even as the debate over the role Of the polytechnics and colleges of education

continues.

To some, the situation in the United Stet s has reached crisis proportio s.

Writing in the Journal Of Higher Education, Ge rge Allan contends, "we suffer a

crisis in gOvernance at our institutions of hi her education.° In another issue of

the same journal, and in the following month, ryea writes. about reform in univer-
--.

sity government that, "American higher educatiba'in the year 1971 cleatIy has enterer

a period of significant transition, not without

n7ago. Some months later, again in the same Jo

parallel to a situation of a century

rnal, Stanley,.Ikenberry, states:

Colleges.and universities, as institutions, are in a period of
stress--agreat climacteric it has been called--which may well
extend into the foreseeable future. It the face of the Several
serious challenges that have confronted and continued to trouble
nearly all of higher education, it is tot at all surpri,ing that

7
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there has been incessant demands for'increased institutional
accountability, for stronger corporate controls, for greater
prover and authority of the office of the president, and'for
curbs on faculty autonomy.8

A former department chairman, looking back upon his experience, writes in another

journal, "My stint as department chairman convinced me our present system of ace..

demid-governance is unworkable."9

T. R. McConnell, Writing on "Faculty Governmentl calls attention to the

"internal struggle for participation and power among students, 4culty, administra-

tion, and trustees" and refers to an-observation of McGeorge Bundy that "the dis-

tribution of authority and responsibility' among the various members of the univer-

sity is now in question as it has not been for generations."10 Clark Kerr writes

that the system of governance in American colleges and universities "is now in a

crisis as never bdfore." 11
Howard R. Bowen suggests th5,the universities may be

at about the same stage.that industrial relations were in duting the 1930s, a time

marked by "a bitter and passionate struggle for power," but that "relationships in

the universities are vastly more complex than those in industry. 1112 Paul Dressel

and his colleagues refer to the challenges from both external and internal sources

that are making governance on the campus more political in nature and "concerns

_abtisut who holds the power, how to get a piece of it, or how to influence those who

hold it become the center of attention resolution of this complex of internal

and external issues and pressure; is, not yet in sight."13

If there is crisis in governance- -and many other voices echo the sentiments

expressed above, just how is this-crisis to be described? What seem to be the

fundamental issues? The literature reflects a broad spectrum of opinion in response

to this question. The crisis, according to some, lies in so broadening the basis

of decision-making that needed decisions can no'longer be made. Scott Edwards

finds academic governance based upon the "democratic.-puralist model" breaking

own at the point at which decisions have to be made. He finds the organizations

,
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filled with indecision and lack of direction. Murray Ross is convinced that an
.0

act in Canada which broadens the base of university decision-making will debtroy the

nature of the university itself. George Allan sums up the issue as that of persons

within the university being unable to agree with competence to eNercite authority,

that "we cannot decide who ought to decide."

(

Duryea, on the other hand, perceives the essential problem in
?
governance as one

of a "vacuum in central leadership" and suggests that the sitaptionhas developed

because as universities have grown in size and complexity the form of governance ha?

changed very little from that characteristic pf an earlier and much simpler set of

circumstances. 14 Two points of view have grown up within the university: (1)
7

governance is viewed as a process of managing an institution, for which the primary

authority is derived from tffe governing,Doard; (2) there is the view that governance
,

"is- essentially a function of the internal constituency, the professors and students.
.;
These two points of view have led,accordizg to Duryea, to the developme

ureaucracies: '(1) the faculty bureaucracy with the struoture of departm

k two

schogis, faculty senates and committees, and (2) the administrative,structure that

calls for a hieiarchy of functions andofficers. Dilryea says the solution to the

problem is "not only coordinating the two bureaucracies but combining them into

joint consideration of matters of mutual interest."15

Clark Kerr appears to agree, and he calls for a different kind of leadership

for the contemporary college and university.16 He traces the development, of leader

ship within the American higher educational institution from the period in which

the pattern was a combination of president and lay beard (until about 1860) through

the 'paergence of the "presidential giants" (until the 1920s), to the third stage

in which the faculty gained substantial power and,authority (through the World

War III), and into the fourth stage (the post-War stage) in which the function of

leadership was primarily to manage the growth of the enterprise. The new. period,

the fifth stage, begins with the 144 1960s and calls for leadership that is

r
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prepared to manage change and conflict. In the nea period, certaia forces. are

pressing in,frgm outside the institution: "'"W the demographic shift in which
r .F

higher institutions are exRriencing asloyind dawn of growth, (2). the changing

. labor market for college graduates, (3) the increase, in public power and control

for higher education, (4) increasing tendency on the part of students to demand

specific changes and-developments, (5).the new electronic technology that is,chang-

ing forma and ,modes of communication, (6) the expansion of variety and types of

postsecondary educational opportunities, and (7) a reemphasis upon individual and

humanistic values. These "outside" forces are combined with the followidg "inside"

force's:

(1) 'Students want more influence outside their sphere of
.control_of extracurricular activites: (2) Students are
becoming more volatile in their choices of academic and

I

0
vocational specializations, while faculty, are becoming less
adaptable with higher average age and higher percentage of
tenure. -(3) Faculty are more sympathetic to collective
bargaining: about 10.percent are now covered by collective
,agreements, about 50 percent are favorable to unionization.
(4) Some faculty members are politically Left with quite
divergent views about essential academic matters. (5) .

Women and members of ethnic minorities want to break into
and move up within faculty ranks on'a large scale at ,a
time of declining opportunities. (6) Fewer younger faculty
will be facing more middle-age and older faculty. (7) SP
dents and faculty have engaged in political activity, ofte
against public sentiment, as never before,,dnd experimente
more with countercultural life styles. (8) Around.the
industrial world, the now more numerous intellectuals have
created an "adversary culture"--as.againit the dominant
society. Its principal home ii-the campus. The aspiration
of some intellectuals outrun the tolerance of many citizens
(9) Narr6wing income differentials between the more'anci th
less highly educated will cause social stresses, as in Swed n
and Israel, beyond tho6e inherent in differing Cultural
mentalities.17;,,

The combination Of pressures, leads tb baiicxonflicts over power and principle.

To deal with these conflicts colleges and universities will need i new land of

leadership, because the demands will be for more administrative,talent and effOrt,

a more activist approach. The roles will now be "more that of a political leader,

0,
such as a mayor or governor, using persuasion and working with otheri to move in

10
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progressive ways and to keep conflict within reasonable bounds--working Tath media,

with,coalitions, and more publicly with bigg'r con:, cies." Leadership takes

more of the form of the political in regard both,to

4

nal rOationte, ,'the administiators in thanew period will focus "on the selection

of goals, procuremen aml assignment of means, the achievement Of consent for

new approach and the `ti terpretation of the new order to interested ptIblics."18

internal problems and to, exter-

0

They will be managers not nry of change but of conflict.

/ 0

In a series of essays from Daedalus and published nder the title e Embattled

N'

University Stephen R. Graubard also ells attention to he "ero- of authority"

and observes that not only have the s udents become more polfgcal bat the faculty

as well have develOped a political sta ce.19 P'residents and deans are hard put to

respond to the conflicting, pressures and at the same time there has been "a massive
4

' loss of public confidence inAmerica's higher educatiahal system."
20

He predicts

that out of the tensions will develop new types of institutional arrangements.
, a.

In similar vein, but placing' e situation in the broader context of the

relationship between parties of interest within the university; George Allan, to

whom we have already referred, sees the crisis as arising out of the tension between,

authoritarianism and democracy, both essential characteristics of th university. 21

The challenge, as he sees it, is to keep the two priiciples operative, to keep the

"two forms of decision-making so that each can compliment the other." An organiza-

tion which is excessively authoritarian or excessively democratic suffers either

from its arrogance or its ignorance. It is not a matter of developing a means for
1'

working between the two extremes but rather "to devise an interplay between these

extremes themselves."22 And the writer proposes some ptructures"which he believes

will make ossible this interplay.

Anothe writer is somewhat less sanguine about developing such an interplay,
1 N

because he ees serious problems in making clear distinctions. between jornt parti-
. ,

c pation (which may be referred to as "democratic") and separatl jurisdiction

11 ,
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(a form of "authoritariani ' . Over 300 institutions are in the process of exper.
. . .s.,. .

menting with various types of campus governance holies composed of students, Saculty

and administrators. To establish structures' foroint participation:thedt institu-

tions face the critical matters of determining re resentation, the *propriate
%-

structures to be developed and the relationship bereen campus- wide structures and
. . -

existing structure. He argues that "those who yearn for peace in colleges and

universities will find it a rel9tive condition. Institutions of higher
r
education

will have to learn to live with Mote or less permanent conflicts and seek,to makg

them serve the organization rather than destroy it. 23

. But the issues are'not limited to the way in which the university functions
, (

as an organization in relationshif to its own needs and purposes. As T. R.

,1cCOnnell points out, universities are finding themselves being called upon to

respond in moreays to the wider,public: "Perhaps as never before, institutions,

a'dministrators, faculty members, and even students find themselves'accbuntable to

e wider range of both internal and external'agencies. Institutions and Laatties,

much to their concern and distress, have discovered that their autonomy is by, no
a

means absolute, but that in fact it is often highly vulnerable. "24

BeatriceKonheim, Professor of Biological. Sciencei and Academic Dean at Hunter,

College Institute of Health Scieaces, suggests something of the complexIty of the

situation in the model pictured on the following page. After a particularly vigor-

!
ous committee meeting in which "powei4was controlled and delegated in orderL.y_

fashion to detreasingly responsible bodies or persons," Dr. Zonheim conclUded that

17.the college was far from being's representative democracy, but sihe was it? The

model ,that seemed most appropriate to her was that of an interrelated, interdepen-.

dent, ever-changing organismic whole, and she developed a diagram illustrating the

relationships and showing the "complex, symbiotic relationship." In the past the

rimer relationships seemed rathei simple, and the flow was characteilzed as aset

ti
of centralized authority relationships. But the situation had now changed, and as

she observes: 12
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Today we have new forces (dark arrows) which are changing the
power relationship. Outside influences -from ehe inner city,
the courts, nevi projections of government, even the conflicts
in distant societies--all previo4Sly rejected as biased or

propriate-t-are impinging on our inner structure. Not only
do 'components respbneto their pressure, they actively seek
sup or.t and reinforcement from 'extraterritorial' 'agents.
Furthe re, as the separatkon between F and S becomes less

) distinc (graduate students in both: non-teaching research
personn 1 considered faculty; students teaching experimental
clas es instructors more often participating in, rather than
directing the learning experience) and as both groups partici-
pate more actively with A or as A in decision-making in aca-
demic policy and management, we have the chaos of rapg,
cataclysmic evolution.25

Accountable the university is. Yet, simply to say that Ehetuniversity is account-
,

able is not to solve the problem.

From still another perspective, is the university accountable in the same way

in which a business enterprise is accountable to a board of directors or to 'the

public-at-large? Bolton and Genck find it fairly comfortable to refer to the

university as a management enterprise. From the point of view of management ,

consultaits, they are prepared to make a number of recommendations which would

;improve the efficieicy of the organization.
26

And theirs is only one of many

articles that might be noted which discuss the university in terms of more effi-

cient management procedures.rocedures. Without entering the debate of whether the college

or univepity can more effectively be viewed as another kind of managed enterprise,

we would refer to the observation of Stanly Ikenberry in which, while. recognizing

mani similarities between academic institutions and other complei x organizations,he

points up some critical differences. He calls for "new patterns of accommodation
.

that preserve the special qualities of academic organizations, including the

academic freedom and professorial flexibility essential to effective faculty per- .

formance, but that also strengthen the central institutional leadership capacity

and arountability."27 He notes that colleges and universities do not or are unable

to define goals with a great preciaon, that they are inherently decentralized

organizations and that they are composed prj.neipatly of professional personnel.
4
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ft 'is with regard to the third characteristic that the issue of accountability

becomes sharpened. Professionals are oriented to tLeir own. voluntary associations

and are accustomed to exercising theitown form of self-control. On the other hand,'

complex organizations are more bureaucratically structured and call for following

procedures and establishing institutional goals. The issue of accountability is

joined in the requirement that institutions "strike a better balance between the

requirements for professional autonomy and academic freedom on the one hand and the

necessity for greater institutional accountability and effectiveness on the other. "28

How does one summarize the views regarding the issues facing the contemporary

univ6sity in the realm of governance? In introducing a report of a seminar on

restructuring college and university organization and governance, Stanley Ikenberry,

in another article, summarizes the major themes that emerged as a group of fifteen

scholars met to disbuss the issue of restructuring organization and governance. The

recurring themes were the following: (1) a decline in individual and institutional

autonomy; (2) increased procedural regularization; (3) more candid recognition and

management of-conflict; (4) greater decentralization; (5) an emerging challenge to

orofessional values; (6) and the apparent demise of the academic mystique. The

'saline in autonomy is reflected in broader participation and involvement in decisio

making by persons within the academic community as well as without. Procedural

regularization refers to the move to establish campus-wide and community -wide counci

and assemblies and the development of more specific regulations for the conduct of

activities

2
wi hin the university. SeVeral of the papers in the conference pointed

..) the fact of conflict and the need to recognize and, manage it.' "Olecentralizatio

was noted as a way of dealing with some'of the conflicts w&thin'the institutions,
,

namely by developing ways for betterrepresentation of the factions, within the ani er-

sity. The professional characteristic of the faculty is being,challenged, and

seeming, rationality of the academic co nity'has been questioned as the publII If

become mr,4 and more aware of the conflicts and problems within the unfversit

15,



The Carnegie Commission report on Governance of Higher Education lists six

priority problems. These,are: (1) adequate prosrision' for institutional independence,

(2) the role of the board of trustees and of the president, (3) collective bargaining

by faculty members, 0) rules and practices governing tenure, (5) student influence

on the campus and (6) the handling of emergencies. 30

In the pages that follow we shall summarize recent literature in a set of

categories that draws both from Ikenberry's and the Carnegie Commission's summaries.

The following areas seem to be those which may be singled out as the critical issues

in governance in the mid-1970s: (1) The role of students in governance; (2) The

creation of structures that allow the exercise of power and authority within the

university; (3) The role of the faculty in governance, particularly as this is con-

ditioned by'the development of collective bargaining and questions of tenure: (4)

, 4

/rile question of institutional accountability and the role of the trustees; ,(5) The

developing state-wide coordination systems--a topic not directly touched upon above,

but which is of particular importance to the colleges for whom this report is being

prepared; and (6) The role of the president in the contemporary college or university

As we turn now to the first of these topics, may we emphasize that in the

monograph we are employing the term "governance" to refer to the process and

structures by which and through which decisions about current and projected activi-

ties on the campus are reached. 4.4:

The Role of Students inGovernance

Leon 'Epstein observes that earlier studies (before 1960) of university gover-

nance tended to ignore the impact of students on the decision-making ptocess and
7

'et that "before the late 1960s students did not participate in the. university's formal

governing structure except in a few marginal areas," and whatever influence they

may have exerted as individuals was not considered an aspect of governande.31

-r
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Indeed, inia study published as late as 1967 the authors are quoted as bluntly

declaring that they "regard students not as memb-:rs of universities but as one of

several clienteles we choose to put to one side as far as our studies are

concerned."32 And the Subcommittee on Research and Planning of the Presidents of

Universities of Ontario in commenting on the Canadian scene comments that theDuff-:

Berdahl report on University Government in Canada "devoted two and a half of its one

hundred pages to the role of students in the governance of universities." The report

was published in 1966.. The Subcommittee continues, "A year, even six months later,

the student role would unquestionably have received ten-times as much attention."33

But,.by the late 1960s and into the 1970s the topic bf the student role in

governance in colleges and uni &ersities had become a lively one. With few exceptions

the reports and analyses of the events on American college and university campuses

during this period concluded with calls for greater student involvement in college

and university governance.. Indeed, Earl McGrath contends:

The evidence indicates that revolutionary changes are occurring
in the structure of government in American colleges and univer-
sities. Some of the most significant of these alterations in
practices which have existed for centuries are related to the
role of students in the academic bodies which determine the
purposes and practices of higher education, Hardly an institu-
tion remains untouched by the activities of students aimed at
gaining a voice-in major policy-making decisioni.34

In the same mood the Christian Science Monitor for July 1921, 1969 carried a full

page report on "Student Power: Can It Help Reform the System?" The opening para-

graphs stated that student power is moving in new directions on the campus, that

students are "asking for a piece of the action,. not to run the university but to

input their views into the power structure." Interviews with university officials

prompted the reporters to say that there was a "swelling tide of opinion that...

students have a point when they demand a change in the educational system..." and

many of the reports dealing with campus problems were calling for involvement of

students in institutional governance.35 The Special Committee on Campus Tensions
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appointed by the American Council on Education and headed by Sol M. Linowitz recom-

mended that students be given "substantial autoromy in their non-academic activities"

and opportunities to "participate in matters of general educational.policyl.

especially in urricular affairs."36

Judging from the research of Harold Hodgkinson, students have been gaining, more

power in the university. On the basis of response from 1,230 presidents to the

question of whether student control had increased or decreased between 1958-68, it

was reported by the presidents of 67 percent of the institutions that the amount of

control in establishing regulations governing student conduct had increased, that

there had been an increase in 63 percent of the institutions in the amount of

student control in institutionwide policy formation, that in 58 percent of the

institutions there was more student control in academic decision-making and that

in 55 percent of the institutions there was more student control in enforcing regu-

lations governing student conduct. 37
One of the problems in interpreting these

responses, however, is that we have no clear indicatiori what the particular degree

of involvement in any one case may have been or may be now; we have only the word

of the president that there was more involvement or participation in 1968 than there

was in 1958. We do not know whether there was only a bit more or a great deal more,

and we only have the president's perceptions of what has happened--we do not know

whether the students would agree with this assessment.

A study conducted by Earl McGrath involved 875 colleges and universities and

their responses to questionnaires mailed in September 1969. He found that in 88.3

percent of the colleges students were-participating in one or more facultycommittees

Most often the student membership was on the faculty curriculum committee. The

survey revealed the students were members of,faculty curriculum committees in 57.8

1 1

percent of the institutions, although they had voting membership of only 46.1

percent.

that dealt

Students were least likely to be 6und as members of any faculty committee

with pelection, promotion and tenure of faculty members, but McGrath
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found that 4.7 percent of the institutions reported student participation on such

committees, and in 3.3 percent of the colleges responding the students had voting

membership on these committees.

Other committees on which students had membership, together with the percentage

of institutions reporting that membership are: student life 04.3), kibrary (31.2),

public events and lectures (29.1), faculty executive committee',(22.7), discipline

(18.6), admissions (17.5), planning (9.7), faculty committee on faculty selection,

promotion and qhure (4.7). In addition it was observed that in 20 percent of the

institutions students were related in some way to the baardof trustees, in 10.6

percent they either had.membership in or sat with trustee committees, but in only

2.7 percent Aid they have voting membership'on the board.
38

McGrath observed that the survey, which was undertaken under the auspices, of

the'American AcadeMy of Arts and Sciences, represented the first attempt to secure

a comprehensive report on the extent of student involvement in academic government.

The main generalization reached by McGrath was that "although until three or four

years ago American colleges and universities severely limited the involvemek_of

students in academic government, now membership in one or another 'faculty' comMittee

is beicoming the rule rather than the exception. "39 He noted, however, that the

collegial concept of the university held by most faculty members worked against the

principle of involving students, because the collegial.concept calls for leaving

"basic institutional policy in the hands of a corpus of professiopals who, like all

other human beings, are largely moved by self-interest."4° The collegial position

assumed that students shduld retain their traditional role as clients.

By way of contrast, ,McGrath itoted that student participation in the Canadian

institutions may have become greater than that among the American institutions.

with few exception's the members of the Atiociation of Canadian Untversities and

Colleges 'have now brought students into the top policy-making \\6odies, which until

recently had included only administrative officers, faculty members, and trustees
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(or, governors, ad they are usually called). He found that in the large majority

of Canadian institutions stuc:e4ts,,Onerally elected or appointed their own members

to sit on the Senate and its corittees. In the Canadian institutions the Senate

has broad'jurisdiction over the educational program, admisSion and degree, require-
,

ments, the selection and retention of faculty members. He also indicated that

Canadian administrative officials overwhelmingly believed that the students were

making a valuable contribUtion to the deliberations of the academic bodies.
41

The-ERIC Clearinghouse an Higher Education issued a review of,research under

the title of "Student Participation in Academic Governance: Review 1." Among the

items included in the review was a report that in a Gallup Poll in 1971 somer81,

percent of the student respondents indicated that students.. should have a greater

part in making decisions in the colleges. The ERIC review also reported:

Research-survey itudent participation in academic governance
have-usually tried to determine what current practices and policies
are, or have assessed a particular group of attitudes toward the.
decision-making role of students...Generally, the surveys indicate
that student membership on academic committees or other governing
bodies is a recent but widespread phenomenon...The kinds of changes
that are increasing student controL'over the university policy are
almost as numerous as the institutions reporting them and few
regional differences can be found...It is clear, however; that
student influence is largely confined to non-academic matters in
which students have traditionally hadsome voice. Researchers
agree that students still have little decision-making responsi-
bility in such areas as curriculum planning', faculty selection,
admission college fiscal policies, or general institutions
planning.42

The Chronicle of Higher Education, in an issue dated January 25, 1971, reported on

a survey undertaken by the American Civil Liberties Union. The Union surveyed 155

college' presidents and found that students on most campuses were involved in

decision-making in such matters as admissions, student finahcial aid, planning of

buildings land grounds, administrativeappointments, and judicial regulations. On

the other hand, most of the institutions reported that students were not involved

in evaluating the administration or in budget-making. ,In academic areas tradi-

tionally controlled by the faculty, students had been given some role in.

1
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policy-making, but were generally, excluded from personnel decisions, and most

institutions reported that students were not involved in faculty selection or

promotion. In 80 of the Institutions students were voting members of the governing

boards, and in another 46 students were included as non-voting members of the

boards.
43

The summary as reported by theChronicle is shown below:

TABLE 1

EXTENT TO WHICH STUDENTS ARE INVOLVED IN DECISION- LEAKING IN
155-COLLEGES SURVEYED BY AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

Area of Decision-Making' Percentage of College Presidents
Replyin Rewarding Level of Student Role

.

With Vote Without-Vote No Role
Course requirements 497. 24% 287.
Curricular offerings. 59% *25% 16%
Grading systems. 507. 19'/. 31%
Grading appeals 28% 107. 62%
Admissions policies 487. 15% 37%
Financial aid policies 51% 13% 36%
Building and grounds planning.. 457. 217. 34%
Faculty selection

1 9% 197. 72%
Faculty evaluation
Faculty promotion

4

28%
6%

8%
187.

34%
7670

Administrative appointments 327. 297. 39%
Administrative evaluation . 7% 13% 807.
Budget-making 20% 147. 66%*
Judicial regulations .. 88% 107. 3%
Governing boards 5% 31% ' 64%

Henry Mason reports a survey undertaken by the Office of Institutional Research

of East Carolina University involving 85 institutions and undertaken in November-

-December 1968. It was rePorted.that of the 59 institutions replying, 45'hadincluded

student' voting members on at least one committee. In 13 of the institutions students

were serving on the university senate. 44

In the report of their own study of student participation in university decision

making, Hawes and Trux review some of the other studies they.had examined. One study

reported that student involvement was "mild," that most collegeq and universities

were willing to provide more opportunity than was demanded Sy the students themselves
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and that, student concern was primarily with student affairs and the curriculum.

Another study, in assessing the impact of student participatioAT suggested that the

student primarily played a protesting role, that complex problems of administration

were dealt with in a "very superficial manner" in joint student-facalty groups,

that "inordindte amounts of time" were spent trying to brief the student members on

the issues and that students generally felt inadequate to deal with issues and soon

lost motivation to participate. Still another study reported limited representation

from,the students, irregular attendance, "scant orientation" to committee tasks,

andinadequate means for discussing committee proposals wh fellow students. 4-5

The writers describe their own study in a large Midwestern land-grant university.

-They sought to find out how students participated in committee situatlens. They

surveyed non-committee members of the student body (N-264) and in addition 64 chair-

persons. Some 30 interviews involving 14 students, 15 faculty and one staff member

provided more detailed information on various persons' perceptions of the partici-

pation of the students in the decision-making process. They found that students

-were represented on 50 percent of the committees and that among these student

representatively 52 percent were graduate students and 33 percent were seniors. In

92perCent of the 546 committees noted, the faculty were found to outnumber the

students. The students generally expressed the opinion that they were under-

represented, while most faculty members expiassed the opinion that student repre-

sentation was adequate. The general conclusions of the authors included the

following:

Neither faculty nor student committee represeptatives have
0 very clearly defined constituendles. There appears to be .

a lack of communication channelb by which tudentsjearn of
the academic community structure. Because of this lack of
information, or perhaps because of the difficulty of obtain-
ing such information, students.ake largely unaware of exist-
ing power integration mechAnisms. Consequently, very few

''-clearly defined issue-oriented student groups are formed....
Nevertheless, student participation seems to be relatively
effective..0.,Although student members influence decisiohs,
this activity does not result in a better informed, better
organized student population, or more satisfactory student:.
'faculty- administration integration." '.
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A review of the student and )aculty' involvement in policy-making at

University of Minnesota revealed that the involvement of the students had increased_

significantly in recent years but, in the words of the author of the review, there

was still a great distance "to go in awarding junior members of the academic commu-

nity any substantial voice in its gov5nance. 1147 Dr. Eckert wrote that one of the

major problems in-making effective use of students on committees is the short term

during which any student can actually serve; it appears that a student has little

chance to do more than gain a general orientation to a given committee's role and

current problems before his assignment has been completed, because'the student's

'tenure at the university is so, short in comparison with faculty, tenure. Moreover,

students tend to be in the minority in committees and "having only one or,, two

student members on a committee...has not encouraged vigorous expression of the

students' point of view." One exception at the Universitfy of Minnesota has been

the Senate Committee on Student Affairs, where the students have held a majority

of the membership appointment.
48

The available evidence thus suggests increased student involvement in decision-

making itself and whether students have actually become accepted members of the

decision-making process is still an opequestion. Indeed, there are some who would

x.
suggest that students ought not to become members of faculty committees. James

Olden argues that along with collective bargaining, student participation in govern-

ance represents "a departure from the concept that an institution of higher education.

was a community of scholars" and doubts that the university can "continue td func-

tionand to meet the requirements of the student and of society, while maintaining

academic integrity" if this situation develops further.49

Robert Wilson andJerry Gaff reported on,a study of faculty attitudes toward

student participation in pol -making involving over 1,500 faculty in six differen

colleges and universities in three states.'( (Usable returns were received from 70

percent, or 1,069 parsons.) The writers found that two-thirds of the faculty
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replying were in fAvo4sof having students involved in .formulating social, rules and

regulations, that percent'were prepared to give students an equal vote on

opommittees and that''21 percent would give students. the sole responsibility for
1

their own social regulations. :On the other hand, when it came to academic policies,
.

while 60 percent said that students should have some, voice, only 36 percent would

allow students to vote on acalethic polite matters and only 9 percent would be
I

'willing to grant students: "an equal vote with the fadulty."5°

A different perspective on faculty opinion regarding student participation is

suggested Iv the Gross and Grambach study of university goals and academic power

among 68 nondenominational universities in the United States. The researchers

received responses from 8,328 administrators aid 6,756 faculty, 46.4 percent of

those asked to participate. Overall, the respondents ranked "run the university

democratically" twenty-ninth and "involve students in university government" as

forty-fifth. Top ranking went to "protect academic freedom," followed by "increase

or maintain prestige. 161 When asked to list goals according to preference, "pro-

tect academic freedom" wls still at the top, and "run the university democratically'

advanced to twenty- second and "involvir students in university government" dropped

to forty-sixth. One commentator on the Gross and Grambach data suggests that there

is evidence that the goals of protecting academic fried= and increasing or main-

taining academic prestige may actually conflict with increasing student participa-
.

tion.
52,

Wilson and Gaff found that the faculty, rted themselves out into'at least

two different groups, one of which wou d provide considerable room for student

involvement and the other of which accepted only a restricted role for students:

The pdsitions taken by the faculty in the ilpon-Gaff study reflect what have come
I

to be basic philosophical dispositions. The arguments for student involvement

generally include the following: (1) those affected by the educational program

should have some larger opportunity to define the nature of the program;
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(2j the contemporary student is more serious and informed and prepared for partici-

pation; (3) if students to.be educated for democratic living, they.must

cipate in democratic decision-making on the copious; (4) students are able to make

some judgments about the.quality of their education end should help to improve

higher education; (5) with the abolition of thg doctrine of "in loco parentis" and

in keeping with the new styles of student life, students should be treated as'adults

and admitted to the adult society of the university; (6) students are especially

situated to make judgmedts about faculty performance"and can help in the improvement

of instrution. 4%

Against expanding student involvement the following arguMents have been

advanced: (1) if proportional, representation is to be.given, students would soon

come to dominate the academy, to the long-term detriment of higher education; (2)

students arestill; in spite.of their seeming maturity, students, and by virtue of

lack of experience they are unqualified to make long-term decisions for the univer-

sity; (3)
-4.

students spend only four yearg in any one institution, ankmany spend

less; (4) the collegeior university is constituted by special experience and know-

ledge, and the students do not have the broad range of experience of a piofessiona

(5) students cannot and will not give the time necessary to carry on the hard wor

of university governance.

During and immediate* after the campus disruptions 'of thg late 1960s and

early 1970s there was an alMost universal response that one of the major causes of

disruption was that students had not bee -sufficiently involved in the governance

of the university, and recommendationafter recommendation followed for increasing

that involvement. Temporarily, at leas basic philOsophical differences

reported above seem to have been passed

disappear, and the issues continue to rface.

These differences did not, however,

Among the resolutions of the American Association for Higler

March, 1969, was one that called for re-definition and clarificOtion of university.
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goals. In the process of re-defining and clarifying goals, the Universities were

asked "significantly to involve all portions of the collegiate community.in the

re-examination.process." It was made clear that students were to. be included in

the "collegiate community." The Special Committee on .Campus Tensions appointed by

the. American Council on Education and headed by Sol M. Linowiti,called for students

,

being given ",substantial autonomyin their non-academic activities." The report

went on to indicate that students should:.

participate in matters of general educational /policy, especially
_in curricular affairs. Since inreased participation will con-
tribute,to.effective institutional decision-making and is also
of educational benefit, students should serve in a Variety of
roles on.eommittees that make decisions or'recommenda4ons. In

some non-academic areas students should have effective control;
in some general educational policy matters they should have
voting participation; in other matters, they should act in an
advisory or consultative capacity. Effective student represen-
tation will not only improve the quality of decision; it will
also help to insure their acceptability to the student body."

In similarways the President's Commission on Campus Unrest called for "increased

participation of student, faculty, and staff in the formulation of university
A

u54
These statements are only samples. Innumerable special,reiorts,

monographs and books have appeared. Hardly an educational conference of any size

failed to include in its consideration thearecommendation of university reform and

student involvement in decision-making.

But the philosophical disagreements remain. ,

Reiardless of the position one takes about the deg ee of student involvement

that is desirable, the problem of how most,effectively.s udents are to be incor-
..

porated into any particular decision-making situation re ains. Robert S. Powell,

Jr., a graduate student at Princeton is of the opinion t at the particular mechanise
/

for student participation wi11p.depend upon the characteri tics of an individual

campus,that there are note going to be any immediate and pectacular changes,

that students will find 'participation as "boring, tedious and time.wasting...

as it is now to the faculty," 121.1t that students are capab of being reasonable in .

/ 4.
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their judgments about the university, that students do have the time to spend,

that comprehensive university codes embodying the rights and freedoms of all members

of the community will be necessary, that there will be conflict in the process.55-

As Powell has assessed the matter, the key to effective student involvehent lies in

a clear definition of the rights and freedoms of various groups on the campus.

'Another student leader, is C. Shaffer, former head of the student government

at Ohio State University, argues that ope approach that would make existing student

governments more attractive to the students would be to provide substantial finan-

cial undergirding and to have the university administration "give public evidence
t

of its regard for the student government."56 He recognizes that there are problems

involved in student participation, tHht students are unsophisticated About the
,.,

policy process itself, that they are transients, that they do not have atcess to

information essential for effective participation, that studenc-governments usually

do not have the facilities normally available to other policy makers, that students

are usually students iirst and. policy participants second, that students are some-
1

. 1

times treated in a condescending manner by those with whom they are working. He-

argues, however, that these,difficultieS can be met and that students can become

effective policy participants.

'Shaffer's confidence that student governments, if provided with greatly aug-

mented financial support, would afford the most viable form of student involvement

in university decision-making would draw little support from Henry Mason. On the

basis of tits own reviews of writing and research on the subject, he concludes:

Real student participation in government cannot be accomplished
merely be giving real powers rather than trivia to existing
"student government." Instead, institutional devices must be
found through which "student power" can be incqrporated into
regular channels of university government.57

For his'part, he would seem to opt for the position expressed in the Study of

governance at Berkeley, that the basic. unit for, effective student participation is

the department. Students might become voting members of regular departmental
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committees in which policies are discussed and formulated and nonvoting represen-

, tatives in departmental faculty meetings where final decisions are made. And, if

a separate general student government were to persist, students should be elected

from departmental constituencies.

In the report of the Campus Governance Program prepared for the American

Association for Higher Education, Morris Keeton argues that participation in campus

governance by student's is not to be defended simply because students are clients,

but more because they can make contributions to the effectiveness of the campus.

Admitting to both the Itroblems and the potentials in student involvement, Keeton

does not recommend one particular structure of governance, but proposes as a general

principle: "Design the student role to obtain contributions available from student

competencies and cooperation and to protect the other constituencies and the

institution against undue effects'of the special interests and limitations that

apply on the particular campus." 58 In designing structures, Keeton places consider

able emphasis upon informal processes "Uhere the intention to share authority is

genuine and pervasive," and urges developing different patterns of participation

in response to different types of policy and program decisions required. He calls

attention to the existence of va mks student sub = groups on a campus and calls for
1

"flexibility and complexity uncommon to our presently complex society. 59

Richard Antes labels the alternatives, the development of a strong and separate

student government or the adoption of a community government involving students,

faculty and administration, as extreme positions, and he finds that the more realis-

tic position for university governance will be "to utilize parts of both methods,

but to stress the later method." 47:,ila leaning to the community government pattern,

he goes on to say dux "the method will vary with the institution." He also empha-

sizes that involvement has to be more than simply advising, that students need to

have a sense of e)cercising some impact on the decisions that are made.6°
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The situation is a mixed one. Thd ERIC report on student part4ipation and

governance indicates a numaer of speicific structural changes that have taken place

Some of these may continue in 1974 to exist, but several probably have been modified

since the time of establishment. The report takes us only into early l97O:

Maryville College in Tennessee established an All College Council.
The College Council consisted of six students from the upper 3
classes, six faculty members selected on the basis of tenure, nd

six administrat4ye officers--president, academic dean, secreta
of faculty are automatic members. The Council is responsible for
long range planning and for directing the activities' of the entire
college community, under the broad purposes and policies set forth
by the board of directors. There are three coordinating councils
to supplement the College Council; these are responsible for
academic, religious, social, and recreational affairs.

Franklin and Marshall College in Pennsylvania proposed in 1969
a College Senate consisting of 20 members--15 faculty, 3 students,
the president and dean of the college. The Senate is empowered to
discuss, examine, and establish policies related to the academic
life of the college"and is granted most of the powers and prero-
gativds,that now reside in the faculty as a whole.

Yeshiva College created a College Senate composed of 5 administrators,
8 faculty members, 6 students, and 1 non-voting alumnus. This Senate
was to have jurisdiction over academic standards, admissions policy,
curriculum, degree requirements, the establishment of new majors and
courses, policy determination in the areas of standards of scholas-
tic performance, student attendance, grading system and academic
honors, and the disposition of all matters submitted to it by the
adihinistration, faculty and student council. The Senate was also
to make recommendations on matters affecting faculty welfare inclu-
ing appointments, promotions, leaves of absence, honors, a.id
renumeration.

1 Queen's College recommended the creation of an academic senate
cqnsisting of 54 tenured faculty, 18 non-tenured faculty, and
36 students, as well as several ex officio non-voting members.
ThefSenate was to have power to determine policies, standards,
40zograms and goals for the college. It would have advice and
*sent on the appointment of administrative officers.

The University of New Hampshire established a University Se.--,7te

consisting of 77 members - -3i) undergraduate students, 30 facuity
members, 12 administrators and 5 graduate students. Its work is
organized by an internal executive council that, among other
things, serves the president of the University in an advisory
capacityprepares the agenda for Senate meetings, recommends
nominations to all Senate' committees, and takes action on an
interim basis between meetings and during vacations. The
working of this particular orginization is described in the
July 6, 1970 issue of thi Chronicle of Higher Education.
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The Florida Atlantic University Committee on University Govern-
ance proposed the University-Wide Senate consisting of 139
members - -70 faculty members, 48 students and 21 administrative
officers. The Senate was to deal with University budget, steer-
ing and policy; promotion, tenure and honorary degrees, academic
freedom and due process, admissions and petitions, curriculum,
research, library, publication, physical space, and cultural
affairs and activities.

The University of Kansas established a new University Senate
cqnsisting of the Chancellor, Provost and Vice Chancellor,
members of the faculty senate, and members of the student

. senate. Syracuse University. reported that 17 graduate and 28
undergraduate students became members of the University Senate
in the fall of 1969.

From other sources, we note these variations:

Wittenberg University in Ohio adopted a College Faculty and
Student Government under which most'bf the work will be
placed in a college council.consisting of 27 faculty members,
22 students-and four administrators. The faculty meets only
twice annually and the council carries on ins the interim
period the major work of the council is carried on by seven
committees headed by the ExecutiveCommittees consisting of 3
faculty and 3 student members as well as the dean of the college.

Elmhurst College in Illinois proposed the development of joint
governance board consisting of 16 students, 12 faculty and 4
administrators. Reporting to this governance board was to be
the student affairs council, predominantly students in member-
ship; a faculty council, consisting of two students, six faculty
and the dean of the college; and an academic council, fonsisting
of 4 students, the heads of the academic divisions, ti&ele faculty
representatives, and certain administrative officers. The plan
Was not adopted.

Luther College in Iowa established a community assembly respon-
sible for developing social rules and regulations, judicial
operations, cultural and recreational activities, spiritual
life and human relationS. Membership consisted of one student
for each one hundred students on campus '(21), 18 faculty, four
student body officers, and 6 members of the administration, plus
the president, for a total group of 49.

The illustrations above are only examples of what we ere sure are many more efforts

to incorporate students into more active roles in decision-making through the

establishment of some all-institution governing body. Not only are the examples far

from exhaustive of the proposals that have been advanced and in many cases imple-

mented, but they are also limited to one kind of institutional response. It seems

as though the most immediate and most wide-spread response to expressed need for
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changing the internal gornance of colleges and universities was this attempt at

all - institutional governing *bodies. Little is reported about involving students at

the departmentql level, which may, as some suggest, be a more promising approach.

Some.of the above reported reforms may have already Tun their courses, and some may

not have been implemented. While some studiesare underway to determine the effec-

tiveness of these all - institution forms, the evidence so far is. mixed. And indeed,

student participation in university governance presents a, mixed picture. It appears

that more students hold more positions on more faculty or general university commit-

tees than at any point in the past, and countless commission reports have called for

more student involvement. Yet both students and faculty question whether students

have had any significant impact on decision-making, and faculty are by no means unites

in their opinion regarding the desirability of more student involvement. How,.best to

incorporate students into the university decision-making process, at whatever degree

of involvement,, remains an issue.

Structures for Broadening Decision - Making

As we have observed, the,.listing immediately'above suggests one of the major

ways in which the governance pattern has changed on American colleges and universi-

ties. A number of institutions have inaugurated some type of all-institution govern-

ance pattein, a form of organization that includes in some acceptable proportions

faculty, students, administration and in some instandes non-academic staff.

Most of the all-institution structures have not been in operation long enough

to- provide any firm basis forjudgiment regarding their effectiveness. We mention

a few early reactions. The July 6, 1970 issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education

called attention to some of the problems that early appeared in the new form of

government at the University of New Hampshire.
62

The New Hampshire governing body

included 77 persons: 30 faculty Members; '30 undergraduates, 12 administrators and

5 graduate students. The article reported that as many as 300 colleges and
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universities were at that time considering some type of student-faculty structure.
.

Yet, even as the number of exporiments vas growing, one researcher gathered that

"faith in the idea of representation as a governance model" was declining. As for

the experience of New Hampshire, at the date of that report no clear student versus

faculty splits had appeared. Some me4bers of the New Hampshire "community .argued that

the new structure had provided broagr representation, liut others contended that the

organization was so unwieldy that 0 was not working effectively. It was reported

that the Overwhelming student reaction to the new senate was apathy.

Cornell University had asked a Commission on Student Involvement in Decision-

Making to study ways in which students could be more effectively involved in campus

decision-making, but even before the Commission report was issued--and the Commission

was raising a number of questions about the Possibility of developing a representa-

tive body-.!during 1968-69 the university had already proceeded to the formation of a

constituent assembly of nearly 400 persons drawn from every type of group on the

campus.63 The report on the development of the Cornell University Constituent

Assely is contained in another report.64

Characteristic of the wayin which all-institution governance structures seemed

to develop is the description in a report on the Lehigh University Forum. Approved
,v4

by the board of trustees in the spring of 1970, the new organization went into effect

in the fall of 1970. This particular organization included 60 elected students

(43 undergraduates and 17 graduate students), 60 elected faculty members, and five

administrators (president,,pxovost, vice-president for student affairs and two o7hers

appointed by the president). All were given equal voting privileges. In addition,

one or more trustees and/or alumni were invited to attend meetings. The Forum was

,to select two students and two faculty members to attend the trustee's meetings,

The Forum was created to have legislative authority and to set policy on special

academic programs and planning, social life and regulations, extracurricular

activities and athletics, and academic environment matters such as admissiod
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registration, the academic calendar, residence and dining, the bookstore, buildings

and grounds, the library and computer. The faculty as a group was to retain primary

responsibility in the area of curriculum course content, instructional methods, con-
.

.duct of.research, employment status and tenure of faculty, academic discipline and

the awarding of degrees. 65

The ERIC compendium series on governance in 1970 reported on, among other thing:

some twenty institutional studies on governance. Dickinson Callege,at first rejected

a faculty - student committee fora cabinet system of government and advanced a propob

for a system of joint faculty-student legislative and advisory committees for such

areas as academic program, student affairs, admissions and financial aid, acadeMic

standards. The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill reported on, the organiza-

don of the Consultative Forum which includes representatives from all sections of

the university community. The Forum has to have consultative responsibilities only.,

Another report referred to the proposal for

University Community. Colgate's Unlversity

a 57-member CounCil of the Princeton

Council composed of faculty, students,

and administrators was also noted. Other studies were noted as simply being under-

way.
66

Another variation in structure is based upon accepting the existence of two

different groups and frankly working with a dual system of organization. William F.

Sturner argued on behalf of the bicameral legislature and stated that t e formation

of the bicameral legislature, with one house composed of student repres ntatives anC

the other consisting of faculty and administrators couid provide, the "1 gal framewor'

for the political solution of...(the) classic problem of conflicting ri hts and poor

communication." The writer argued that one of the most important contributions of

the division of powets would be "the clear delineation of constitutional prerogative,

among the contending groups and the formal recognition, heretofore o tted, of

student rights in a democratically oriented structure. "67
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Observing that faculty and'students differ in the way in -thich.they Approach

problems and issues, Sturnei wrote that the inclusion of students 1.n facglty-

administrative organizations "dilutes the strength of both groups, highlights the

weaknesses of each, and does little to recognize the student as an adult in his own

right."68 And since the two groups communicate in differentyays, they are Grually
-4

more effective in communicating with their peers than with members of the other

group. Combining the two groups in a single body has too many drawbacks and too

%little potential. The solution, according to Sturner, would be'ta\div8e the groups

and alldw each to work in its-own areas cif responsibility; the two-groups could then

,build upon their respective strengths. Each group would, however, have the right

to initiate legislation for particular areas with the approval of the other group.

One of the problems in the bicameral approach has already been alluded to by

another writer, Kenneth Mortimer. The problem of clarifying discrete areas of

responsibility for each unit is a complicated tone. Moreover, Mortimer noted that

in one case Where separate'legislative
bodies were constituted, the University of

Minnesota, the separate student and faculty assemblies did not meet at all during

the first year of-operation. 69

In tilt same article, Mortimer reported on some other structures. The Pennsyl-

vania State Univerity created a University Council in 1970. The Council consisted

of the Vice - President for Academic Affairs, two.college deans, one director of a

,commonwealth campus,'four tenured.faculty, three undergraduate students and one

graduate student. The Council exists concurrently with the University Senate and

the student° governing structures. Mortimer also commented on the,Council of the

Princeton University Community. The following is One of the generalizatibns Mortimer

made about such councils:

A major problem which must be confronted by the joint partici-
pation and agreements to separate jurisdictions models is that
in order for them to work there must be a substantial degree-of
mutual respect and trust among the various constituencies.' Each
group must,view the structures and functions of the mechanism
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as legitiniateand the people who operate them as trustworthy.
It is increasingly apparent, hOwever,.that legitimacy and trust
are scarce commodities on many campuses.7°

He reported how campus-wide senates and councils Can brae:: down into internal poll.-

tical groups and how the separato groups can develop, adversary relations. But he

emphasized that it is-difficult to drag conclusions about the effectiveness of these

new approaches because of the relatively short period of time during which they have

sY

been operatibl;. In a paper he subsequently presented at the annual meeting of the

American Association of Colleges in January 1973, Mortimer reported that a recent

survey of over 1700 institutions found that 640 had or were experimenting with some

type 9f unicameral senate. The survey also found that 40 institutions which had

tried unicameral senates had dropped them after having' found them unacceptable.
71

Underlying most of the proposals, whether for unicameral or bicameral structure-.
42s

is the contention that there must be more shared authority. At least, such is the

position taken by the AAHE-NEA task force on faculty representation and academic

negotiations. Established in July 1966 the task force presented its report in 1967.

The group visited 34 institutions in different parts of the country and on the basis

bf the data developed some generalization's about faculty participation. The principle,

of,"shared authority", is described as the middle zone of a continuum which ranges

over administrative dominance-administrative primacy-shared authority-faculty primacy.
r-

faculty dominance. The continuum indicates the range within which authority can be

distributed within the university. Under the concept of shared authority, "both

faculty and administration exercise effective influence in decision-making. 1172

The report suggested tht,the concept of shared authority may be implemented through

various procedures, but that the most effective approach would probably be through

the development of an academic senate, comprised of faculty members and officials of
4.

the adminirpration. In addition, a joint grievance committee could be established

to handle hisputes involving issues of personnel administration. The report stated

that effective implementation calls for a careful examination of faculty and adminis-
.

trative roles "to help determine the allocation of authority that will enhance most
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effectively the quality of performance of institutions of higher education."73 The

report-Argued that the concept of shared authority avoids the competitive model, and

that through cooperation "both parties pay be able to achieve their goals more fully

than, would be possible through antagonistic competition."74

Keeton subsequently elaborated an the central idea of the AAHE report of 171.

He argued that the "primary. justification iOr faculty voice in campus governance is

the fact that faculty alone have the kinds and-degrees of qualification essential

to the task of a college or university."75 The faculty; he suggested, are the

teachers, the researchers, And the specialists ,hat provid(the various forms of,

service required by the institution, and even with considerable faculty mobility,

this faculty has represented the "largest element of continuity and experience with

the tasks and problems of the campus." By way of contrast, the student generation

is short, and turnover among top administrative officers has been fairly rapid.

Yet, there are some problems endemic to turning the operation of the institutior

entirely over to faculty. Faculties as experts in their own respective fields tend

to overestimate the significance of that expertise in issues of campus governance.

Heavy ihvolvement of faculty in governance involves heavy demands upon time and takes

faculty away from tasks for which they are primarily appointed. According to the

eport, all of this argued for some form of shared governance is the 'most appropriate

pproach.
44

\ In pleading for more faculty involVement, the report rejected the idea of a.\ ,

"zero-sum" game. That is a game in which one party loses if another gains. In

arguing for a "positive-sum" game, and said that in business, for example, it is

possible for the lender and the borrower both to benefit., The lender gives up -

certain uses of his capital and derives other benefits such as interest and possibly

capital, while the borrower is able to get underway an enterprise which benefits

him as well as others. In sirbilar manner, faculty and administration need to combine

their efforts.
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In an earlier article, Lewis Mayhew ha disputed the principle that seems
, I 't

1 ' ' 4 . V )
implicit in the AAHE report and what he referre'd-to as "shared responsibility." He i!

,

wrote that the idea of shared responsibility had been emphasized in the literature of

higher education for decades, but it had not been implemented to any great' degree.

He suggested that the idea had not infuld more practice, not only because of the

complexity of the enterprise, but lso because the relationships between the various

0/parties had seldom been adequat ir specified. In his own description, he referred

to the faculty as primarily the conservative element in the university; faculty are

reluctant to change, and "the departmental system with its erful defenses for

preservation' of individual interest" provides "the citadel within which to cultivate

one's awn concerns." But,the conservatism can balance the over-aggressiveness of

central administration:

Actually, these two forces are complementary. Institutions
cannot survive the overly powerful dynamic administration
which is not checked by an effective faculty exercising the
instruments of restraint.*.But institutions would atrophy
and lose viability if_faculty gained so much power that it
could ock the efforts of the weak or ineffectual adminis-,,
t ation. In some way or other institutions of higher educa-
tion should be organized so that the forces of faculty
conservatism and administrative dynamic are brought into a
creative tension. This/bringing together probably must be
contrived, for withoutia reasoned plan the contrasting
valences of power would either drift into a state of fibri-
lation or into a completely adveisary posture.7°

Mayhew argued that faculty should have virtually irrevocable power over certain

-4*
aspects Of the institution--determining mem Ship within their own ranks, conditions

of student entrance and dismissal. They should also have broad policy-making powers

over the conditions of student life. On the other hand, the administration should

have basic powers over matters such as finance, the power over bUdget preparation

" and budget control., Administration should also be able to control appointments of

administraanme officers. Mayhew's view of "shared responsibility" comes short of

the "shared authority" seiggestedin the AAHE reports.
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In bommenting on what a system of shared responsibility needs to operate

eidectivq4y, he wrote that there must be: (1) desire on the part of the faculty and
. 4

administrationfor shared responsibility; (2) willingness of each element to allow

the other element diSgression within its own sphere; (3) development of written

constitutions, by-laws, and other such specified procedures to insure due process;

(4) and greater openness and willingness to share.information and intelligence.

Reiterating some of the points in his earlier article, Mortimer in his address

to the American Association of Colleges suggested that the options open to a college

or university seem to be the kind of shared authority referred to in the AAHE docu-

ment or clearly defined and separate jurisdictions. If some compromise between these

Alpositions cannot be developed, the third option would seem to be that of

collective bargaining.77

There is by no means universal agreement that the development of some type of

shared authority or responsibility is the solution to the current problems in the

governance of American higher educational institutions. Eldon L. Johnson has

observed that academic legislative bodies are due for some drastic overhauling and

that "the present-day university needs to concede the indispensable-role of a single

executive whose scope is institution- wide." He goes on to say:

It needs to give him unmistakable authority at his appropriate
level (or his agreed upon sphere, if 'hierarchy must be avoided.)
Leadership cannot be legislated; it grows from being exercised.
Little of it is being exercised in universities today, essen-
tially because potentially vetoing a ademic groups do not view
it with favor. University preside s themselves have not been
blameless in playing the 'particip tory' game, wherein the are
amiable comrades treading lightly and waiting for signals.I8

Gerald P. Burns, a professor of higher education at Florida State University, wa's

even more direct in a letter to the editor of the Chronicle of Higher Education.

He contended that it is a lack-of presidential fortitude and professionalwisdom

that is responsible fothe growth of campus problems.79
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But, we have now moved from a consideration of structures for broadening

decision-making to the more general topic of the nature of, and rationale for,

facultir inyol ent in(general lioitutional decisions, and the latter is properly
4t

a abjact for separate consideration in the next portion of this monograph. L t us

Bardwelreturnto one more example a new structure for broadening decision-making.

Smith has cowmen ed on the development of the College Council at Carleton College.8°

Inaugurated in 171, the Council included severfal constituencies, seven students,

" seven faculty members, five administrators, two alumni and three trustees. Three

policy committees were created--educational, administrative, social--with the res-

ponsibility to recommend to the Council, where authority for final approval resides.

Council decisions may be challenged by any of the several constituencies; a two -

thirds vote of the Council overrides .the challenge. Ultimate authority for Ott

college is still with the Board of Trustees, but the Bo: d ha ated much of

the decision-making to the local governance structure.

Smith reports on three areas of contention that emerged

years of the Council's operation, and a review of these

pointing up issues that other such agencies have faced. The first area of contention

h to do with the,question of identity, of definition. There.. emerged "genuine

confusj on among all parties as to what role students, faculty, administrators, .

trustees and others should play in determining academic policy."
81

The confusion

areas

ing the first two

s instructive in\

was deep and stemmed from a serious concern about the basic nature of the academic

community. Smith elaborates:

It should not be surprising...if instruments like college councila/1(
occasion concern about the power and authority of the fiC4ity...
about the rights of non- teaching professional staff (e.g.,regarding
tenure, sabbaticals, salary levels, prestige); about the appropriate
role of administrators...about the meaning of trustee authority as
campus affairs become immensely complex and decision.-making requires
intimate and continuing acquaintance with the subleties of each
situation; and about alumni relationship to institutions whose
changi ,'patterns make them seem unfamilar, even alien, from what
they o ce were.82

One specific outcome was increased concern for detailing rights and responsibilities

of various groups,
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The second aret of contention grew out of the "recer.ly diminished resources of

higher eduestion."" Questions of how funds were to be spe quickly came'to the fore:

When one combines "financial exigency" with a c llege council
Oproach to decision-making, the process become existential.
The classics schoTer WithAnly taken/interest h retofore.in
line items and planning models becomes ardentli involved in
discussions about what happens if one examinds/seriodsly'the
high cost of,small classes. Students are forcied to balance
certain services, once taken for granted, against the possible
loss of a faculty member, even that department. Faculty begin
to see implications for the entire institution...."

e.

There are dangers, Smith observes, that in such situations institutions may settle

just for keeping the ship afloat.

The third area of contention had to do with-accountability. The call is for

"more thoughtful assessment of what is going on." After the initial skirmishes

1

there emerged support for "more thorough evaluetioniof teaching, academic programs

and departments, and institutional commitments. 1184 i

_,

In concluding his review, Smith referred to tie man-hours that "can be squandere

in the process"' of broadening decision-making. writes that "a balance of costs

mutt be struck between exhaustive discussion and delegation of responsibility."

The Role of the Faculty in Governance

The categories under which this reviewA
/
s

/

organized are not mutually exclOsive.

71in referring to the emergence of new struc ref; for broadening decision-making we

have already entered into a examination of faculty role in governance. And any

consideration of student role is not without implications for ftculty involvement.

In this section, however, we want to report on some of the broader implications f

faculty participation, and in particular we shall review recent reports on tenure

and collective bargaining.

In his sketch of the historical development of the governance structure in

American higher education, Walter Schenkel observes that even in the post-Civil War

period, "faculty participdtion in governance was unheard

40
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early universities were hired td_teach. University presidents such as Gilman of

Johns Hopkins and Harper of the UniverSity of Chicago made it clear-that faculty

participation in university governance was limited to educational concerns. Univer-

sity teaching emerged as a career only in the late 1800s when more advanced training

telffor faculty led to the kind of spe iaation that created academic departments. The

next step toward professionalization of faculty was reached with the introduction of

tenure.

Until 1906, the year the Carnegie retirement p ;for professors
was established, a teacher had no guarantee a secure job.
Only the introduction of tenure finally mad t possible for the
faculty as a group to claim the right.to participate, without
fear of reprisal, in some areas of governa. e. Limited faculty
control Over certain'aspects of the edu ional program had
existetrin some of the early universi es, but"the faculty
received the right of control onl er the educational area
in the first decade of the twen eth century. 86

Questions over faculty status and involv..-t in decision-making arose infrequently

'before the first decade of the twentieth century. This does not mean that there wen.
4

no clashes between.the board of control and president and faculty; it only means that

the critical qUestions of faculty participation.in the governance of the institution.

awaited the development of profesSionalism among the faculty. Only with the rise

of this professionalism, the conflicts over academic freedom, the emergence of the

American Association of University Professors, and the increased stature of higher
c

education itself did -the issues of faculty involvement in institutional decision.- N

making begin to surfaCe.

T. R. McConnell writes that the most significant period of expansion of faculty

role has been since Worlewar II..

One of the most signifiCant changes since World War II is the
great growth of faculty power, coupled with rapid facultypro-
fessionalism. Either by formal dele tion or by tacit approval,
college and university faculties have attained a high degree oft
professional self-government.87

.

This greater involvement and the demand for even more involvement in university

,

affairs comes at i time,oddly enough,when faculty as. professionals are also heccting
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more identified with professional fields than with the institutions in which they

hold appointments. Duryea comments on tl.ls paradox:

The growth of specialized knowledge in terms of disciplinary and
professional associations on a national and even international
basis has brought with it a concomitant outward movement of
faculty members. They find their professional relationships,
career lines, and related values in interinstitutional rather
than internal commitments .Yet, in the main, faculties remain
adamant abort turning government over to administrators. The
result is a dangerous antrophy id leadership within large
universities during an era when leadership looms in importance. 88

,

As we have already noted, Duryea contends that the university has developed two

bureaucracies. The one bureaucycy consists of the faculties, who have "evolved over

the past 50 years or more a hierarchy of departments, schools, and senates or

executive councils, larded well"with a variety of permanent and temporary committees'

And he sees"this particular bureaucracy claiming, the right to control "the totality

of the educational oT.eration, from admission to degree requirements and graduation

certification.", The other hierarchy is that of the administration. Duryea sees the

administrators "congealainto a separate hierarchy grappling with immense problems

of management related to a variety of essential yet supportive functions which main-

'
tain the university, not least of which is budget and financial management." The.

problem is that these two bureaucracies have moved. farther and karther apart with

the faculty remaining "committed to a traditional ideal of the university as an

integrated community while giving constant evidence that they fail to grasp its rear

,

operational nature and managerial complications." On the other hand, the adminis-
.

tratora find their ' managerial tasks such consuming endeavors that they become

absentminded about the nature of the academic enterprise which lies at the heart of

ithe university's reason for existence."',

One of the more helpful analyses of the present state of affairs is that of

Burton Clark in'his article "Faculty Organizaan and Authority." Clark observes

that one finds what seems to be both the:"collegial" and "bureaucratic" in decision-
.

making 1n the _university:
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As we participate in our studies of various faculties in
American higher education, we observe decision being made
through informal interaction am-ing a group of peers and
through a collective action of the faculty as a whole....
And we haVe reason to characterize the.faculty as a collegium....
We also observe on the modern campus that information is communi-
cated through formal channels, responsibility is fixed in formaATY
designated positions, interaction is arranged in relations between
.superiors and subordinates, and decisions are based on written
rules. Thus we have reason to characterize the campus as a
bureaucracy.89

He concludes that neither the Collegial nor the bureaucratic model is satis-
..,

factory to explain.all that takes place on the campus. What Clark sees as a basis

for a more comprehensive explanation is the development of a "professional" model.

That is to say, as the faculty has become more professional and the institution as

a whole reflects more of a professional orientation, the university is neither a

collegium nor a Ample bureaucracy. He notes how the structure and organization of

the campus has changed in recent years. The changes are in the following directions.

1. The movement from a unitary to a composite or federal structure,
the emergence of the multiversity.

2. The movement frqm the single to multiple value systems as the
faculty of-a given institution becomes much more divarse.

3. The movement from non-professional to professional work as a
faculty changes from general practitioners to those 'with
specific knowledge and specialties.

4. The movement from:the characteristics of a community where,
consensus rules to a bureaucracy where complex procedureS
govern. decision- making.

4.

These movements within the university have led to significant changes in the way in,

which the faculty exercises its authority. These changes are:

1. The segmentation of the faculty and the growth ofreptesen-
.

tational systems.

2. The emergence of federated professionalism, a combination of
professional development and the growth of bureaucratic
authority. The campus has become a "holding company for
professional groups-rather than a single association of
professionals." .;

3. The growth of individualism. The campus has become a place:
"where strong forces cause the growth of some individuals
into centers of power."

43
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From all of which he comes to the conclusion that we are developing a federated

structure, with'the campus "more like a United Nations and less like a small tawn.".

The university becomes a "loose alliance ,pf prOfessional man," and to keep the many

components of a campus together, "we have a superimposed coordination by the

administration. It 90

A type of warfare develops on the campus in which the faculty develop, in

Duryea's words, a "kind of academic condescension toward administrators, especially

presidents and their executive staffs, which views them as servants rather than

leaders of the professoriate." Indeed, buryea finds a, type of faculty schizophrenia

that characterizes administrators "as minions while almost in the same breath

condemning them for failure to stand firmly as defenders of the academic faith in

times of crisis. "91 Further documentation of the warfare is evidenced by the many

articles from faculty and administrators calling attention to the lack of insight

on the, part of the opposite party. We refer to an article, "The Role of Faculty in

University Governance in the Journal of Higher Education, the thesis of which is

that "no small part of the problem in governance ip higher education may be traced

'to the predispositions of members of the academic community to interpart the same

events quite differently..92 While in that particular article the emphasis upon

the need to develop a collegial structure is perhaps overly strong and overly opti-

mistic, the plea for devloping better tools for resolving conflict and maintaining

some sense of community is not overdrawn. The article was prompted in part by a

paper presented at the 21st National Conference on Higher Education, "Faculty Parti-

cipation in University or College Governance," by Lewis Joughin of the American

AssocLitioidof UaVersity Professors.

The American Council on education published in 1968, a report by Archie R. Dykes

based upon a series of personal interviews with faculty of _the College of Liberal

Arts and Sciences of a large Midwestern university. Approximately 2,0 percent of the

College's faculty, or a total of 106 persons, was involved. Dykes found that the

sourde of much of the tension between faculty and administration growsirolaies,tte
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faculty conviction that any increase in administrative power and influence necess-

arily results in a decrtsae in their own power and'influence. Dykes himself dis-
. I

sgrded with this judgment and pointed out that faculty and administration are "fused,

and each depends in considerable measure'on the other." He writes thaE, "without

strong central leadership, the mobilization of the collective efforts of faculfty,

and administration toward the definition and attainment of institutional' goals is

impossibly. And without his unvarying effort toward unifigation, a universiti falls

into airlessness, drift, disunity, and disarray. It becomes something other than a

universiiy."93

What Dykes refers to as "one of the most noticeable and best documented find-
,

ings" or his.study is the ambivalence in faculty attitudes toward participation in

decision-making. On the one band, faculty &Mbers indicated that they should have

a strong, active and influential role in decisions. On the other hand, it was clear

from the study that faculty members were very reticent to give the time that such

,
a participatory role would require; he reported: "asserting that faculty partici-

riation is essential, they placed participation at the bottom of,their professional

priority list and deprecated their colleagues who do participate." Faculty members

also exhibited a "nostalgia for the town meeting type of university government and

failed to recognize the complexity of the modern institution."94 Faculty members

made 'easy distinction6 between "educational" and "noneducationallIpategories and

failed to recognize the complexity involved. And faculty members held "an exceed-
,

ingly simplistic View pf the distribution of influence and power in their own

community. 1195

A study undeitaken'by the Center for Research and Development in Higher Educe-
.

tion of the University of'California at Berkeley, with a sample of 80 colleges and

universities, also explored, among other things, faculty involvement in institution-
:

al,Planning. They found.that faculty participation in planning was-"peripheral."
A 0

On a number of campuses it was noted that faculty tendedto yiew.plenning as an
NA

+10

administrative'task, or faculty were preoqcupied with faculty-ak and
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faculty conflicts, or faculty were oriented to their disciplines. The conclusion

of the authors is that planning is not considered by faculty ass,legitimate part

of the faculty role. Indeed, as one_ interviewee noted, "the faculty are the greatest

drag on academic planning and innovation in the university.D96

McConnell concludes that apart from some crisis, only a limited group-of faculty

members carry on the business for their colleagues. A relatively small number of

faculty monopolize the membership of the most powerful committees. Oligarchies take

over the machinery of faculty government. 97
He refers to a study of senate committee

memberihip at the University of Minnesota in which it was found that 10 percent of

the staff had 43eryed in a period of three years on three to six different committees.

At Fresno State in California, 56 persons out of 417 eligible served on three or 44.

more major senate committees. Generalizing on these and other studies, McConnell f

writes:

The emergence of oligarchies or ruling elites is normal in
democratic polities. Political analysts have divided the
voting population into gladiators, spectators, and apathetics.
Gladiators, a relatively small corps of "professionals" con-
stituting something like a tenth,of the population, are the
political activists.... This small group governs without con-
sultation except with the particular minorities or clienteles
affected by their decisions....The same categories apply to
the academic community. Since the faculty'senate or the
faculty as a whole, especially in large and complex institu-
tions, lacks the dapacity to make decisions expeditiously and
to,act accordingly, the gladiators or oligarcho carry on the
day-to-day business.8

/

Faculty are ambivalent. There is the desire to be involved, but there ts also a

disdaining for involvement - -and, after all, only 10 percent of the faculty do become

involved.

1 Masan, 1n his review of the literature on governance, reports much the same

pattern of faculty reeponse.99 And, after discussing the strengths and weaknesses

of senates; he points to the department-as the "core unit of the. faculty."

,
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The importance of the department to the faculty can hardly .
be exaggerated. It is the one s ructure of the university -

where loyalty to the discipline s often combined with
loyalty to the institution. Mb over, it isin many
Institutionsthe one place whe e meaningful participation
in important decision-making is experienced by all faculty -

members. The department is autnomous in many crucial 100
respects and provides shelter :d protection to its faculty.

In examining reported researc h on the dep rtment,.Mason contends that the department;

with all of its problems, "is likely to b the most effective and collegial unit of

the university.
"101

In their analysis of departmntal st uctures, Paul Dressel and his associates

litfewise refer to the department as "the refuge and support of the professor" and as

I

the "key unit for.the academic." If there is any measure of faculty involvement in

I

planning and decision-making, it appears
°'
be at the departmental level. Yet depart,

-.,

ments tend to be relatively isolated and preoccupied with their on concerns.102

I

The writers point up some of the'problems 1.9 departmental organization and predict 'I

the growth of the institute as a nondepartmental
.

structure that will grow in impor-

tance. Ikenberry's article, to which reference was earlier made, also notes the

I

problems in departmental organization and argues for a revision. of organization in

terms of function, a revision that wopld call for developing more "task oriented

) .units .'+103

While there are variations in the department as noted by Dressel and Ikenberry,

the basic strength of the department seems not to have abated, and faculty partiar

pation tends to continue to be at the departmental level, although the department

often relatively divorced from the concerns of the institution as a whole. .

In discussing the, problem of participation in decision- making and efficiency

in decision-making, David Schimbel argues for what he calls "conditional decision-
,.

making." The process woulal to have administrative officer, president, dean, or

department head, make a conditional decision and then refer the matter to a committc

with the reasons supporting the decision proposed: Copies of the decision and tha

reasons would be issued to all faculty and students affected, and if 10 percent of .
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the-faculty and students did not register their objection, the decision would

became final. 104 If there were opposition, there would be opportunity to find &it

about the opposition and to work through to another possible solution.

Collective Bargaining:--In June; 1974 there were 338 campuses on which faculty

members had chosen collective bargaining agents. This number represented 92 percent

of the 367qnstitutions on which elections had been held to determine whether a
.

bargaining agent should be appointed.105 This figure constitutes 70 more institu

tiOns than were reported 18 months previously.
106

In this interim the AAUP had

increased the number of institutions for which it served as bargaining agency from

13 to 29, more than double its previously reported group. And, four-year campuses

with collective bargaining had increased from 122 to 133. The most rapidly groming

group in the collective' bargaining camp was the two-year institutions. These had

increased from 147 to 205. In October 1972, four-year institutions constituted 45

percent of the institutions with bargaining agents whip in June, 1974 they consti-
o .0

tuted 39.3 percent. When the American Federation of Teachers elected a new president

in thp summer.of 1974, the organization announced that it would "allocate a larger

proportibn of its resources to organizing at the college, university, and post-
,

secondary-school level" and the new president, Albert Shenker, referred to higher

educatitn as one.of the major areas where the AFT would cncentrate its efforts.

"Higher education is one of the great areas of organizing that is available to us,"

he said. The AFT campUs membership is now some 35,000.107 It is difficult,to

generalize over aTicka'fiort period of time and while it is tempting to do.so, it

is probablyAnappropriate to suggest that the process of lollectivebargaining is
1

slowing down among/four-year institutions. However one views. the figures, well

Oer 10 percent of higher educational institutions have entered into some;type,of

collectivek,bargaining arrangement.
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- The way in which collective bargaining hail been, or seems to have bean, accepted

by faculty in four .iyear institutions is perhaps indicated by reference to the

process whereby AAUP moved from Opposing collective bargaining to becamingi bar-

gaining agent. In reporting on its fall 1969 meeting, AAUP's Academe stated that

while in accordance with the action taken the Association " recognizes the right of

the state to pass legislation providing for collective bargaining by faculty members,

it urges public agencies charged with the administration of such laws to discharge

their responsibilities in a manner consistent with the principles of academic self.

government and institutional autromy." It does go on to indicate that if faculties

are interested in collective bargaining, they should turn to the AAUP as their

representative. Officially, however, the AAUP was reluctant in accepting collective

bargaining .108
9

In 1972, the outgoing president of the AAUP, Sadlord Kadish, argued against

the principle of collective bargaining. He paid that a strike ".proceeds by

deliberately harming the educational mission "in order to provoke the personal
-

employee interest, incontradiction.t6 the service ideal of subordinating personal

interest to'the advancement of the purposes of theniversity." He went on to say
,

that the collective, bargaining process "tends to remit issues which faculty should
.

themselves determine` to outside agencies, such as state and federal boards,
A'

arbitrators, and union bureaucracies."49

In4a story referring to the contract negotiations between the City University

of New York and two faculty unions, the Chronicle of Higher Education pointed up
. ,

some of the problems collectivetbargaining posed for the professors. It was suggest

ed that in collective bargaining seniority will probably determine promotions and

salary rather than the Araditional reliance upon merits hdwever merit is defined.

Moreover binding arbitration cculd come into conflict with.the practice of having

prcifessors evaluated by their peers for promotion and tenure. There will be problem
46

Of.decidingwho belongs to the faculty unit and who, strictly ppeaking,.is the

management of the university. 110 4 9. ,
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At its annual meeting in, ;lay, 1972, the AAUP voted overwhelmingly, 373 to 54,

to endorse a recommendation that the AAUP "pursue collective bargaining as a major

additional way of realizing the Association's goals." While the vote was overwhelm-

ing,
. ,

same of the delegates and leaders-did not agree with the decision. They argued

that by moving into collective bargaining the AAUP would damage its traditional

activities, especially those dealing-with academic freedom and tenure. One conse-

quence of the decision was that the Association of American Colleges in July of that

year in effect recommended to its 800 member colleges that they not continue to

partiCipate in the AAUP annual salary survey.
111

In. he meantime the'American Federation of Teachers, founded in 1916 as an

affiliat- of the American Federation of Lator, had from its early days some college

professo s among its. members. It was in the 1960s, however, with the organization

of the ew York City teachers that the AFT began to become a significant factor.

In June 1974, the AFT accounted for 80 of the 338 organized groups. It was also

during the 1960s that the National Education Association emerged as a full-fledged

teach 's union. Currently, either directly or through merged affiliates, the NEA,

accou is for 195 units.. Apparently the NEA intends to become even more active,

,beca se in July 1974 it voted more than.$1,000,000 in'its fUnd for organizing college

pro ::sore and created a Special Project in Higher Education to coordinate its organ-.

izin efforts. 112 Reference has already been made to the subsequent announcement by

'o,is the FT that it would be increasing its efforts.

!What are the possible consequences of the development collective bargaining amonE,
!

college professors? Ladd and Lipset, in a volume prepared for the Carnegie Commission

on Higher Education, suggest that it is still "too early to tell what degree of

difference unionization will make in university life." Yet they observe that union-

ization will almost inevitably eliminate salary differentials for aspects other than .

seniority; generally speaking, collective bargaining will workagainst any general

system of merit payment. There will also .be a tendency to use seniority 40.0A44.14

s,
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for reappointment and tenurePersons employed will be expected after a "proba-

tionary" period of time to proceed into,,tenured positions. They will probably

insist that administrative officers4nOt have th-e-pgver to review faculty peer

evaluations by seeking outside judgments of the candidate's qualifications.

Collective bargaining will probably alsAave some impact upon governance. Many

"aspects of'the professor's activity will be determined by the 'negotiations between
. -, --..,

. ., ..,
.

the bargaining agency and "managemen" and in complex state systems, "management"

hmxbera state board of commissio . While existing faculty governance groups will
---

ooe-Necessarily be eliminated, they may have less to say about the faculty member's

activity and conditions of service. Contracts already negotiated have.included a

wide rahge of concerns, all the way from appointment and tenure policies.to,trtvel

funds,'academic calendar, fringe benef and curricular matters.113

Ladd and Lipset_suggest that collective bargaining may also have some impact

(

upon faculty-staident relations. Indeed, picking up on .comments of Myron Lieberman

they'suggest that there may even be the development of strong student unions that

.43111 seek to participate in bargaining between faculty and administration.
114

i
_... ,,

,

-- fn'a survey conddcted under the auspices of the Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education, Ladd and Lipset found.that 59 percent of the respondents (a total of

60,028 faculty members) said that there is a place for faculty collective bargaining

on the campus and 47 percent agreed that faculty strikes could be legitimate. action.

in a subsequent survey involving a sample of the larger group and undertaken in Int,

some 43 percent agreed that the recent growth in unidization was beneficial and

should be extended', and another 13,percent reported themselves to be uncertain.'

Some 44 percent-disagregd that the extension of unionization was beneficial.
115

In his assessment of the impact of collective bargaining on the university,

WiWamB. Boyd wrote that the evidence is already available that under conditions
A

of`collective bargaining "the system of governance, will become more explicit, more

-uniform and more centralized."' On matters which have been vague or variable, the
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bargaining table will attempt to clatify and define. Boyd was not convinced that all

of this will be to the good. He suggested that something of value is lost and that

on m6st campuses the result will be the increase in board power at the expense of

faculty. power. "Ambiguity and a willingnesi to leave certain questions unraised

have been important for the ride of faculty power. Explicitness and a demand for

legalism will...now pntribute to a renaissance of board power." Personal policies
11

will become more foral, uniform and centralized. Deiartmental and school autonomy

will probably be reduced. Whereas decisions on faculty appointments, reappointment,

promotion, pay increases and terminations hive been initiated at the board level,

these decisions are more likely to be administrative decisions, where administrators

are agents of the board. He suggested also that the technique and tone of adminis

tration will be changed. Collective bargaining inevitably places the,administration

into more of a management role, 116

Duryea and Fisk carry the analysis-further. They argue, in one way contrary

to Boyd, that collectiie bargaining will improve the olvortunities for faculty to ,

become involved in decision-making. During the bargaining procedure it is possible

that faculties will be able to deal with a broader range co.matters, not only

personnel considerations but "decisions on the mission of the university itself."

1

Grievance procedures will also provide opportunities for appeal from administrative

decisions. Yet the bargaining process is'a two-edged sword. And it may be possible

for the state or boardo stipulate or insist upon a more "finite and precise kind

of accountability fLp'm faculty members, including such perquisites assabbaticals or

considerations such as teaching load,'time and facilities for research, andstudent-

faculty ratios." Conditions of faculty service in a very broad sense cart became

subjects for negotiaion.117

The writers see some problems. The bargaining process is costly of time and

effort. Senior, faculty members "may be deeply troubled by their affiliation with

what can be called by no other name than 'union'." They face the,tension of seeing
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themselves as employee and at the same time as professional_entrepreneur..-researcher,

scholar, consultant.

:
Duryea and Fisk also see in the conflict between autonomy and accountability

the possibility that institutions may,regain some of t eir autonomy. That is to

say, in the ba7aining process, the academic bargainin units may serve as counter

forces to the tr d toward external control from the state. They suggest that

faculty organiz tions may have to compete effectively/with boardi fox power and

authority. Written contracts will replace by-laws.

In an article to which reference hap already been made, 11yron Lieberman sees

the unionization of college and university faculties as "one of'the most important

developments in higher education in the next decade." He pointst,,out th;it over 65

percentiof the nation's schoolteachers are involved in collective bargaining, and

he sees a p allel development in higher education. But he sees, and approves, the

end of "facule self-government." He calls this self-government irresponsible and

says that the advent of unionization will "inject a measure of management account-

ability into these matters." 118 He agreeS with Boyd in that he finds college and

university administrators moving more into)nanagment,-type roles. However, he

predicts that governing boards will lose power, and he sees faculty unions stimula»

ting the or &nization of student unions.

In a sense James Olsen also recognizes the possibility of the growth of student

groups. He suggests that "almost invariably, collective bargaining agreements ignore

the student interest"Aed abrogate the student voice and role gained in recent

years." This will lead to inevitable clashes between student leaders and faculty

units.' Into the situation the administration will have to move, and Olsen'sees the

administration becoming more of.a management group. What is required is "straight-

forward, unadorned management and monitoring?-functions which require an administra-
.

~ion to plan, control, and coordinate the efficient use of the institution's'

resources."119
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It is clear that observers of the same developments come up with rather.

different conclusions as to the long-range consequences. We have entered into a

new set of'conditions, and individual institutions cannot ignore the developments.

4P
Matters will not take care of themselves. Philip Semas refers to collective bar-

:

gaining 4s being 11 the threshold of becoming higher edu on's "issue of the

decade. u120 The Education Commission of the States s ests that "no single item

seems to portend more controversy than.that likely to be generated by the emergence

6f collective bargaining .H121 .Yet Carol Shulman observes, "Faculty collective

bargaining, once a radicardeparture in faculty-administrative relations, is becoming

a familiar and permanent feature on many campuses."122

Paul Dressel and his colleagues take a fairly dim view of the development:

Higher education is closer to accepting collective bargaining
than many believe. Interventions into departmental and
university autonomy, tight budgets, and demands for increased
faculty teaching 'loads will accelerate the trend. Faculty
members should begin to consid the sort of organization
they want to represent their in rests. The choice lies to
a large degree between an orga zation that cherishes tradi-
tions and one that has experience as a tough negotiator. The .

"haves" (tqure, positiim, and high salary) tend to pre ,,,,tom(

'former; the "have nots," the latter.
III .

l University administrators lack experience and usually antinue
to act on a collegial base. Many of theM are "haves," cherish
freedom, and do not listen to demands forsequality. This
pOsture, buttressed by inexperience, allows unions to make
great initial gains and win swift support.

Collective bargaining'upsets the role of middle management.
Faculty salary and ,load differences can be maintained when
department, college, and'University middle managers make'
decisions about wages, hours, and working conditions. When
such decisions are made by the entire faculty and by direct
faculty negotiaVons with the board, it is doubtful that,
freedom to maintain reasoned imbalances will remain.

Almost certainly) collectiVe bdrgaining in higher education
will move to state -wide or system-wide levels and in the
process destroy much. of the autonomy of the separate campuses.
Thus, collective bargaining in a state system of higher educe-
tion will ultimately.promqe centralization of decision making.
Collective bargaining will contravene the individual and
departmental autonomy for which many faculty members have
'battled so long.125

54
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But Edward J. Bloustein, President of Rutgers University, speaking Qut of his

experience; Is much more favorably disposed, particularly in the light of the kind

at for Rutgers.124 He states that the system of governance will

licit; that academic quality does not go down; that deterio-

of contract arrived

and should be more

ration of departmenta arid school autonomy kg not necessarily bad; that the manage-

ment role thrust on administrators should_have been assumed long ago; that the

functions of university senates are not necessarily curtailed;-that collegiality

had already broken down, Ciallective bargaining or not; and that bargaining is,not

devoid of reasoning and,ponsensus-making.

Leon Ep tein examines Collective bargaining within the general context of ,the

Io.governing p cess and is much closer to Paul Dressel and his colleagues than to

President Bloustein. Epstein writes, "Starkly` stated, collective.bargaining is

a conception of government in which staff members organize as employees to exercise

power'through bilateral negotiations," and he sees in this process little chance for

profetsors to continue to act nab quasi-independent practitioners who share

managerial authority" even if they continue to want to do so. Under collective

bargaining there must be Wn "identifiable management" as something apart frail

sle

"empl gees and their representatives." The negotiations maybe limited to matyrs
.

.

of lary and work conditions or may extend to broader'policy questions, but in,
-. . ,

either case, argues Epstein, "collective bargaining introduces a measure of bilateral

government distinguishable both from unfettered hiearchioe authority and from pure

professional selfgovernment..125 And Epstein sees collective bargaining thUs,
- ,

, .
, ..

.

changing the,roles of professors, other staff Members, state officials, trustees,
0

administrators and students. For state institutions he sees more patterns developing
iv

in which the negotiations will be between the faculty uniorisand legislators

goverors, and fhe,ir staffs rather than with,the administrators and regents -,rand

reaching these authorities is esbentially a lobbying process; eilew role for faculty

members.
-
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As an aside,- it may be noted that in.President Bloustein's State of New Jersey

the faculty df the state institutions -- except, those of the community colleges and
4°1/4

Rutgers - -went outon strike. ntHe fall.of 1974. This was the first strike to affect

an entire multi=college/aysted. The Chancellor of the state system, in commenting

on the settlement brought about by .the Governor's back-to-work order, said at the
.

ending of the strike only strengthened the faculty in the opinion that "th y can go

'directly to the gavernor'andget things fixed up. "126 Epstein's prediction seems

to have been bolne out--faculty unions will bypass administration and regents. The

report in the Chronicle the following week detailed the seeps leading to the

'governor's intervention.127

Kenneth Mortimer add Gregory'Lozier have been 'conducting a long-range research

project on collective bargaining.with'particular reference to developments fn the

state'Ok Pennsylvania. g the.issued they have been examining is whether

I -

collective bargaining has had much of an effect on internal decision-making processes

In reviewing the limited number of contracts available, they, found one that provided

.
for faculty input in the selection of college presidents, two have provisions for

selecting academic deans, three sat procedures for selecting department chairden.

So far the.qatus of faculty senates is unclear, although the authors think the r

senates may actually be supported in collective bargaining agreements. Some agree-I

ments refer to faculty committee organization, and the structure provisions are "not.
. ,. . ..

,
..

.

radically unlike three in existence at many four-year institutions." The general

conclusion of 'the'authore, however, is that the whole process is too new to allow

any definitive statements on impacts.
128

In his examination_of the impalk of collective bargaining on faculty senates,

based inla4e part on an analysis of developments in New Jersey, James Begin finds

'at this early stige the,collec;ive bargaining process seems to hale "enhanced the
,
4 .

development'of cOoperative rather than competitive relationship".between senates
.1,. ,

..,: '- ,. j . '.

,- and bargaining agenta.129' He,notes that a nuMberof patterns are emerging for

--
.

, ,
;
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faculty participation in decision making in collective bargaining "which do not
. ,

.. .
.

,

necessarily lead to the demise of traditional procedures.'
,130

.-
,

.--

n the midst of what Seems to be a good bit of conflicting )6inion, Phillip

Semas finds in his review of three recent'books on collective bargaining that the

"main problem for writers In the field is that evenhose scholars who knowthe
s .

most about faculty bargaining.donzt know very much as theY,themselves will freely

adiit."131 He suggests that the rapid growth "and often surprising shifts in-the

faculty-unionism movement breed humility among those who try to study it{" In the

me ntime, thd-MOvement continues, Wand as Semas noted earlier in the year, 1974-75

was destined to see "the most aggressive campaigns so far to organize college

professominto unions."
132

The National Education' Association-was committing one
s

million dollars to "basic organizing" of college professors,The American Federation

of Teachers waslaunching a "substantial "effort, and a political activist, James D.

Duffey; had been selected to head up the American Association of University

Profesors as the new general secretary. While brganizing efforts mere to concen.,

trat instates that have laws giving,prbfeLOrs dm right to unionize, professors

insither states, suck as Ohio and Colorado, were working to gain bargaining rights
* .

.
,

s

. .

wi hout, state legisldtion. 133
.

. ,
e

, - ' . ,
. .

Tenure.- =The concern for the meaning and place 4:tenure "inthe contemporary

eivetsity ha'S beenotise& as Much by the financial strindenCies of:_institutions

,
.

s by collective bargaining. Public reaction, to,,the developments in.colleges and ,

. ,

I.
Igo, 4

i

universities in the late 1960s and early 1970s have also.caused the general public
..1 r 4t

as well ziboard members to ask whether there-ought not to be a stronger; stand by,
%

boards of trustees in the - affairs of;the'UnirsitY.

At the :1472 meeting of the American Asiocjation for Higher gduCation.

Florence I400g, Professoin'the bepatment'ordiology,IMshington University in

r

4St: Louis, argued that tenure was obsolgte)."in a period-when public confidence in

.

universities sinks as costs rise, wbe.n 'students aredissatgsfied and young scholars
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are frUstrated by the shrinking job market, a system lacking effective account..

ability is indeed obsolete. The frequent attacks on the tenure system in recent

134-years are a danger agnal that ought to be heeded." She proposed.in place of

the current sybtem of 'tenure a series of contracts, short contracts of one to

three years, followed by longer contracts of perhaps as much as seven years. In

such a way, she argued, it would be possible to restore some degree of accountability

Pto academia.

Walter P. Metzger places the current debate.Over academic tenure within a
fee

broader historical context. He suggests that since the emergence of the western

university, in each of its ages "some kind of tenure was establishedtenure as
44.4.

privilege, tenure'4,time, tenure as judiciality."1351n the medieval university

...tenure was secured by virtue of admission to the guild of the Masters, and "expulsion

from this body could be directly effected not by gn outside agency but only by the -*

body itself." In the developing American institutions, without the presence of a

scholarly class,' the relationihip between the teachers and the institution became

contractual and appointment was for a period of time, generally a short period of. -

time. The practice was to appoint faculty for a year "vacating their positions

at the end of term, and reappointing only those among the previous incombents who

could pass a de novo test. "136
\,

At the turn'of the ninetieth into the twentieth' century, while technically

'

'faculty members were still appointed for one-year terms', the practice was to provide
Y.

a kind of indefinite tenure. Out of the Conflicts in the early 1900s the call for
1 1

the formation of a national, association of professors led to the establishment in

January 1915 of the American AssociatiOnof University The 1915 General,u
.

,Report on Acadefilic Freedom and Academic Tenure is'referred to as the "philosophical

birth cry of the' Association." Among'other things, the report called for clear
,

A
4

einderstandings as to the term of

in case Of dismissals. This tags

.0

appointments. and called for a kind of due process.

followed' by the tatement in 1925 and subsequently

.01
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$'

in,1940 and 1958. 'Metzger suggests that the 1940 and 1958 statements "adopted ,

.

the 'nada of the.Civil Service and the model of the criminal court." The 1958

statement was the "Statement on Procedural Standards in Faculty Dismissal Hearings,"
., $

In 1968'there was adopted "Recommended Institutional Regulations on Academic Freedom

and Tenure."137'

As the Commission on Academic Tenure in Higher Education observes, "In,the
c.

current debate about academic tenure, old arguments have been repeated, earlier

arguments have.been adapted to new, contexts, and new arguments have emerged from

concerns not central to earlier periods of crisis it the history of tenUre.138

The Committee lists the major arguments for and against tenure. In abbreviated

form, the arguments against tenure are: Sice academic freedom must be assured to

all teachers, academic tenure is not essential to academic freedom, but what is

_

essential is academic due process; tenure inflexible finandial burdens upon

institutions it diminishes an institution's opportunity to recruit and retain'

younger faculty; it leads to diminished emphasis.onquaiityundergraduate teaching;

it'ehcourages thapeiTetuatiop of established departments and specialties; diminishes

accountability and fosters mediodrity; forces,decieions on permanent appointments
, .

before an institution has time to assess an individual's competetce; encourages
. .

controversy and litigation about non - renewal of probationary contracts and denial

4

of tenure; provides a cloak under which irresponsible political activity can be

carried on; commits the institution but not the individual; 'concentrates p6wer in
, .

. .

the hands Of nn .ofessors on:permanent appointments and thus diminishes the role 8f

A - .

`"student atia 'youtger faculty members In-nniversitir affairs.

._,..,

In support of tenure lre-the.fO4iown8 arguments: It is an essential of
.-

.

academic freedom; creates an atmosAere favorable to academic freedom for all- -the
..,

non-tenured as well as the tenured; contributes to institutional stability and

spirit;, assures that judgments of, professiOnal fitness will be mad on professional
-

grounds; forces decisions at definite times" regarding retention attracts men and
$
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Women of ability into the teaching prbfession; helps offset generally lower finan-

cial rewards of higher education by providing security.

The Committee suggests that if the tenure system is compared to a contract

system, a series of term contracts, tenure is considered less adequate because:

The contract commits a faculty member to an-institution for the period of his

contract; potential non - renewal provides incentive to good performance; contracts

permit greater flexibility in institutional planning; and contract arrangements are

conducive to educational flexibility. On the other hand, tenure is presumably

superior to the contract system in that: Persons under temporary contract may be

influenced to support candidacy of others in the hope of retaining their own

contracts - -or to oppose renewal in the hope of improving their chances; under the

contract system the role of administrative officers will increase and that of

faculty decrease; continuing exposure to uncertainties of contract renewal havd a

detrimental effect upon faculty morale. and perfOrmance; there is no reason to expect

better teaching under contract system than under any other syst61; contract arrange..

meats do not necessarily lead to innovation; there is no evidence that the Contract

provisions encourage more flexibility; and there is no evidence that the contract

system assures academic freedom for all through due-process procedures.

lawhile, as of an April 1972 survey, it wie estimated-that tenure plans were

effect in all public and private universities and public four-year colleges,

in 94 percent of the public-Colleges and in more than two-ehirds'of the two-year

colleges, public and private. An estimated 94 percent of the faculty members in

American colleges and universities were employed in institutions that confer some
, r

kind of tenure. Surveys conducted under the auspices of the'Carnegie Commission
o

and the American CoUncil on EducatiOn suggest that just under,50 percent of the

faculty members in the United States were on tenure.. But since this includes both

fulland part-time faculty, it is probably the case that 4 somewhat higher propor..
('''. '' 139

tion of the full -time facUlty are on tenure.

60

r.
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Subsequently, the American Council on Education conducted an ther study to .

up-date the 1972 study.i That study found no overall change b tween 1952 and 1974.,

Tenure systems were found to be "nearly universal" among universities and four-year

clleges and were als9 found in two- thirds of the two-year institutions. There was,

h wtver, an upward shift in percentage of full-wtime faculty holding tenure-159 per--

cent of the colleges with tenure syqtems reported half or more ofrthe full-time

'faculty on tenure, compared to 43 percent so reportini,in 1972. There appeared to

'be'a slight drop in_the percentage of faculty formally, considefed fot'tenure who
NV!'

were advanced to tenure. There was also a shift of sorts toward longer probationary

peribds for tenure, particularly among four-year colleges and universities undqr

public control., In procedures, a third of the institutions reported changes in

review policies, and other institutions,were reviewing their systems.

In reviewing the ACE report, Phillip Semas stated that tenure was be6g

challenged by three emerging forces--hard times In higher education, collective

bargailing and affirmative action. Having survived the "rhetorical attacks'! f the
0 tb,

late 10 60s and early 1970s, tenure now faced more formidable powers, forces which'

might of destroy"tenure but which had already "led many colleges to review their

tenure systems."
141

an earlier review, Settles commented on the annual report of the AAUP, "'while

Mass irings of faculty members because of the colleges' financial problems have

drawn the greatest public attention during the past year," there are still many cases

that reflect the more traditional concerns about academic freedom. The AAUP is

reported to have approximately 700 cases "currently open, about 200 of whom are 70.

related to financial exigency. Yet many'of these cases involve untenured professors.

Two years earlier 85 percent of the cases involved untenured professors, although

4

one executive of the Association suggested thai the proportiAlrniolving tenured

professors has gone up recently. 142

61'
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While in some of the academic freedom cases, the contention was that tenure had

been denied because,of certain positions or actions, of candidate, there Were still
'

relatively few cases in which tenured persons had been dismissedealthough the AAUP
4

indicates an increase in the number of cases brought to its attention involving

dismissal for incompetence.

The question of tenure most often arises when individuals are dismissed or

released-for financial eiigdncies. Two of the cases that cede into"prominence
N,

r

during late 1973 and early'1974 were thoseofBloomfield College and Southern

Illinois University. At Bloomfield the decision to reduce the budget by oneefourtNii

led to a further decision to reduce the faculty from 72to 54 by 1974. Among.those
,

i.re1easedf 11 were tenured faCulty; 143 At the beginning of 1974, Southerp Illinois

Uniirersity terminated the emplOaent of 104 faculty members, of-wliotn 28 fnie tenured

professors. The University referred to enrollment declines and budget clits as a -'

.144basis for thedismissals. In bqph cases lawsuits have been brought. In the case

of Bloomfield, the AAUP brought suit on behalf of the Bloomfield professors; the

AAUP has been elected the bargainifig agent for the college's faculty. It was.

reported in July, 1974 that the Superior Court Judge; to whom the tuft had been'
,

brought, rulapi in favor 'of the Bloomfield faculty. The position he tOok was that

the action of the administration and trustees was primarily to.bring about "the

abolition of tenure at Bloomfield College, not alleviation of financial tringency."

The college had abolished tenure in June 1973 and subsequently dismissed 13 faculty

members, of whom 11 were on tenure.145 Subsequently, the,college filed for banks

ruptcy and as of August, 1974 the college was'placed under court receivership. 146

At Southern Illinois, the university filed a class-action suit against six

representative faculty members to prevent the 104 who were-dismissed from taking

the,university to court or making appeals through the university's internal struc-

ture., Subsequently, in Junp, 1974 the university. dropped its suit against the staff

members. Then, at the end of the month, it sought to, reconstitute the suit against
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19 faculty members with whom it had not reached any agreement. in,the meantime,

58

the University had reached settlement with 56'of the faCulty and staff members,'
1

either providing new, jobs or,providing a cash settlement. The University indicated

that for an additional 29 itbadno obligation, Since they were on one-year

. .

contracts. But no. agreement`greement bad been reached with the 19.147 4

At the Same time, a federal judge in'WisConsin ruled that the Constitution

Airavides only limited prOtection for tenured faculty members who are laid off
_

, .-,,
. . ,

beceute of their uniyersityts financial troubles. A preliminary injunction had been
-..

./,, '.

,

.

sought by'38 faculty members dismissed by the University of Wisconsin, and Judge

> James E.,,Iloyle had denied the injunction while indicating that it was up to the
y
state government, not the federal, courts, to determit when financial exigency

-required, dismissal of tenured professors. He ruled that- "faculty members are

--entitled only to an opportunity to prove that thy were laid.off arbitrarily Or for

egreisin their Constitutional rights" and that, the university had folloWe'd the
.

. '"Idailo.alp*oced9res'for dismissal, furnishing each individual with_a written state-
.

" ' -meet of the bests for the initial decision, furnishing each person with a "reasonably

adequate destriiation of themanner in which the initial decision had been arrived

at "making' reasonably adequate disclosure of the data ployed, and providing each

'individuar eft Opportunitytorespond. The 38 professor were among 88 who had been

notified, in-flay that they would be dismissed in June. he university had Indicated

,
"to the 88 that.theycould'retain their pbsition as tenu ed faculty members without

duties or' pay and that they Would have first opportunity at any new openings.

Fifty Of the 88 subsequently resigned or reached setts

An Iowa District -Judge ruled,inAugust, 1974 that, he University of Dubuque.

ents with the university.148

,- - I
.

.

had ;the, right to fire'e-tenUred professor in 1972 becau of the un
.

iversity's linen-

c141- prbbleD4q1 The_rUling was made after a jury hearik inwhichthe'jury failed
%, ,.

to'reackverdict. A mistrial "had been declared,' and he attorneys for the
. ..

.

university as4d the jUdge fOr a,dir'eCted verdict.
- .

His verdict was in contrast to
s
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the decision of Judge Antell Ln the Bloomfield case. Spokesman fox the Iowa higher.

education association charged that the decision "would effectively degtroy the.

concept of tenure. 1,149

'An untenured assistant professor at San, Jose tate University'filed suit when

he was denied tenure in the spring of 1974. He had been recommended by-colleagues

in the School of Education for tenure, but on the recommendation of the Dean, the .

President of San Jose State decided not to grant tenure, and the professor's appoint

mentWas terminated. The professor there turned to the university grievance proce-
'

.dure. The hearing officer upheld the earlier decision, and the President again

approved.the professor's termination. In his suit, the professor.charged that as

a faculty member he was being placed In double jeopardy, because the President had
.

'the final decision in both the promotion process and the grievance procedure. 150

A deciSion on behalf of the professor couldhave "repercussions for grievance proce-

dures hroughout the country":since the practice followed at San Jose is "a fairly,

commontpractice among collegese"151
I ,

4

V ctor G. Rosenblum, in summarizing his observations on the legal dimensions

Of ten re finds wha he refers to as a "paucity of definitive legal content regard-

ing to ure," and suggests as a general principle "once a professor has tenure, his

.light: should be Wel protected." He goes on to say, however, there.are differences'

in th- approach of pu lic and private institutions. A tenure plan under a governing

board of a public ins itution is generally considered as a form of sub.legislation

havi the force of law, white in a private institution any, right to tenure is

cant= actual, rather

di

n statutory. And he notes that in a 'While institution', any

ssal contrary to the tenure plan "can generally be'followed by an order to

rel state the teacher, since the discharge was, in effect,'beyond the board's

*ant ority and contrary to state law" while in' a -private institution "courts willnot
11

.#f

deo ee spedific performance. of personal service contracts" and "a specific order of

xeingtatement will not -ordinarily followa conclUsion that a -contract has been

4.
brea ched through failure to observe its tenure provisions."152'
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Rosenblum suggests that in most cases, the courts have been more concerned abont

whether or not due-process has been followed than with regard to norms or doctrines}

about tenure. The nine principles he sees emerging are indicated= below:

(1) Questions Of tenure as such have played comparatively minor
roles in judicial development of applicable norms and doctrines.
(2) Courts have been less interested in alloc
Stratified basis between tenured and nontenur!faculty

rights on a
than in

examining basic due-process and First Amendment questions that

can a'ffect the whole' cademic community, at least in the public'
sector. (3) The courts have stressed procedure in public'insti-
tutions, entitling faculty there to adequate notice, hearing,
and opportunity for representation before-they can be:diemissed.
(4) Judicial recognition has been accorded the principle thgt
public employees.should not lose their jobs because of theit
exercise of,substantive constitutional rights such as" free
speech. (5) Dismissal or firing is not equated_legally,with

-no:nrenewal of a teaching appointment. (6) anstitutional pro- ,

cedural protection is assured tenured faculty in publid-insti-
. tutions, but nontenured faculty can be certain of constitutional

protection only against dismissal inthe'course of an employment
, contract. (7) Constitutional procedural proteCtion is available
'to a nontenured faculty member contesting nonrenewal of a con-

tract if he can show initially that nonrenewal as due Whis
exercise of a constitutional right. (8),These developments with

regard to public institutions do not have automatic counterparts
in private institutions in the absence of contractual provisions
or demonetrable customs embodying them. (9) Thus courts can

offer little certainty of protection to the aggrieved professor
in the private sector who feels that his tenure rights have'been
invaded; for the distinctiVe quality of the.typical private-
institutibn!s tenure, system is 'what is in substance private
grievance machinery operating under privately developed standards.

0.53

He concludes that the courts have yet begun to deal with tenure as such, and he

argues that before further action is taken, the academic community,itself must be

much clearer in defining tenure or "a Judicial in loco parentis 4

control."
154,

The Commiasion on Academic Tenure released its report in March, l973,1..The
. A 4

work of the Compission was co-sponsored by the American Association, of University

Professors and the Association of American Colleges and-covered a 'ten -month period

in 1971-72. Coming out strongly for tenure- - "the commission sees nooground for

believing that the alternatives to tenure that are now in rise or that have been

proposed can deal more effectively with these problems than would a strengthened.

65
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and renewed system of tenure"--the report also acknowledged that "the principle

of tenure...will not long survive unless reform of is abuses and elimination of,

weaknesses are vigorously purdued. "155
Robert Jacobson estimated that as many as

100 colleges that were considering taking steps to modify or replace tenure "held

back, at least temporarily, because of a strong endorsement (
of tenure by a national

commission.
"156

When at the annual meeting of the AAUP in MaA. 1973, tihe report was reviewed,

the Association took exception to what appeared to be a recommendation for establish-
.'

ing quotas for tenured faculty (Recommendation 19). The Commission recommended that

each institution formulate a "faculty staffing plan," under which "an appropriate

number of tenure positions...are available for allocation to any unit where they

may be needed." In its interpretatiOn of this recommendation, the Commission made

reference to the necessity of an institution facing the question "of the proper

ratio of-the tenured to nontenured faculty. "157 The Association passed a resolution

calling tenure quotas""an expedient dangerous to academic freedom and academic

life.458

In a commentary on the Commission report and another collection of essays on

tenure, Dabney Park, Jr., contends that both books fail to recognize that tenure

rather thin guaranteeing academic freedom "is probably the greatest single source

of violations of academic freedom," that the "marriage of tenure and collective

bargaining poses serious threats to the future," that tenure'flie one of the most

formidable obstacles to educational change and improvement to, be found in the educa-

tional world today," that student "recetve abort shrift from the tenure system,",

and that the Commission's suggestion of a quote system is untimely and dangerous.159
o

The Oerican Federation of Teachers also attacked the Commission report and the

subsequent stand of the AAUP that "Stricter standards for awarding of tenure can be

developed over the year with the consequent decreases in the probability of achiev-

ing tenure." Such a stand, contended the AFT, would allow the administration to
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impose quotas indirectly.
160

In New Jersey, the State Board of Higher Education,

however, adopted in 1972 a policy that required thf state's four-year and two-year

colleges to impose either "specific restrictions or more intensive and rigorous

review proZedures" in any award of tenure. The state affiliate,of the National

Education Association, the bargaining agent for faculty members in the state college

system filed suit in an attempt to have the policy thrown out, but the New Jersey

Supreme Court upheld the policy of the Board of Higher Education.161

By the fall of 1974 the AAUP had begun to modify some earlier stands on tenure.

Committee A on Academic Freedom and Tenure in November, 1974, approved a revision n

of the 1972 "Recommended Institutional Regulations on Academic Freedom and Tenure."

While holding that no tenured person should be terminated in favor of retaining a

faculty member without tenure, the Committee recognized that the financial situation

could become so bad that the college would have to lay off professors. In situation%

where positions had

in the process.162

to be terminated, the faculty should be involved at everyLstep

It were better if no layofftshould occur, but if they were

inevitable, faculty should participate in decisions regarding the steps to be taken.

Tenure was becoming, all protests`to the contrary, a contingent kind of thing.

Institutional Accountability and
The Board of Trustees

Another issue of current debate in college and university administration.

relates.to determiining the appropriate role of the board of control. In California,

the board'has entered, directly into the internal operations of the university system

and has been criticized for so doing by faculty and administration. Some presidents.

in other circumstances seem to take pride in being able to report that they keep

the board concentrating on approving budgets and building plans and keep them

r'relatively ignorant of the internal operations of the institution. Id the meantime

'both faculties and students are seeking more direct access to the board of control,
\ ..

.

both to engage members of the board in discussion and debate and to achieve member-

ship on the board. " 67
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Some years ado, chambei.s in an article entitled "Oho Is The University?"

answered:

The university does, not exist for its faculty, not even for its
'students, alone. It le a servant of society, and each of'its
individual agents, of whatever class or level, is in a sense a
servant of the public. Therefore, the university is appro-
priately governed, in the eyes,of the law, by a body of men
and women chosen as representatives of tht general public.
This body--the governing.board, constitutin& a single arti-
ficial person--legally ishe university. 16.5'

' This statement may be contrasted with, the observation by Steven V., Roberts in a

discussion of the battle at UCLA over the status of Angela Davis in which Roberts

states!

More important, the issue calls.into question the basic relation-
ship between the regents And the university. Who is boss? Twenty-
four men, most of them appointed by the Governor, who have little
expertise in ale Or the faculties and the administration of
the universities nine campuses?164

And thus the issue is joined. What is the role of the board of control in the

contemporary university?

.10 in its history American higher. education became committed to a system of

lay go9rnment, a system in which the *major decisions were to be made by boards of

nonresident governors who were not teachers. With regard to this structure,

Richard Hofstadter observes that it has:

eated special problems for free teaching and scholarship in
America.' The essence of lay g vernment is t t the trustees,
not the faculties, are, in law the college r university, and
that legalgy they can hire and fire faculty'embers and make
almost all tNe'decisions govern ng the institution. This
hampered the"development of 6tganizatiori, initiative, and se f
confidence among American college professors; and it has con i

buted, along with many other forces in Ametican life, to lowering
theit status in the community. Other prof6ssional groups have
far greater powerto determine the standards and conduct of
their own professions.165

The American system of lay government was not planned by.the founders of the

colonial college, but it rather grew out"of the conditions of religious and social ,

life in the new world.' The first two colonial colleges, Harvard and William and Mary,

68
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attempted, at the beginning to follow he gove rnmental patterns of the ancient English

colleges and place control in the hands of the faculty. The problem was that when

. . .

the colleges were established.in the New WOrld there was no established body of
. ,. .

, 7

scholars, and it was difficeltif'not imposa4ble, to commit the college to a group

of men yet unknown and unchosen mod to give to this group thi full powers of manage--.

.

manage-

ment and of resources. Both of thele collegea.developed dual boards, at Harvard,
. .-

a Board of OvdSaers and'a Corporation, at William and Mary, a Board of Visitor's

and the President and Masters. Shortly after the beginning of 19th century,

he Harvard Corporation had become essentially a lay group, 'an William.and Mary

the PreSidekht and Masters apparently never developed any great pOwer: In the

creation of the third andlourth colonial colleges the governing power was clearly

placed" /in a lay board. The flist charter of Yale (1701) gave the trustees the '

authority to "erect, form, direct, order, establish, improve and at all times and
,

in air suitable may for the future to encourage" the new school. Princeton (1746)

began under a charte$ hich granted ell powers of gov-efnment to the trustees.

1 Over the years boards of control appear to have exercised significant power in
UP,.

directing the course of American colleges and universities. Perhaps as much as

anything, the'academic freedom debates at the turn of the century and during the

early years of the 20th oentnrrserved to increase the autonomy of the institution.
...

,

"Some would suggest that until-, the latter part of the1960s, with the emergence of
--- .- AM w

, ,

dissent and reVoit, boards,of contrOlhadibpcome relatively ineffective and powerless.

This is an over-generalization, and there are certainly efteptions, but the broad

generalization.can probably be documented.

'One of the first more,or lees systematic Studies of boards of control was that

produced'by Hubert T. Beck. He observed that-board members hardly.represented the

general population. They came almost entirely from the wealthy And more conserve--4

tive elements within the general politilation.'. He questioned whether these men and
4

women could undtrstand sufficiently the nature of the problems facing American

colleges and universities.166 Later, Jencks and Riesman observed:
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We did not think colleges were primarily shaped by the boards
that formally control them, since they were much more alike
than their boards. Still less do we believe that the character
of colleges depends on who appoints and regulates the board.'
Colleges are shaped by many interest groups. A few exercise
their influence throtighrepresentation on the board, but most
do not.167

65

Differidl.with the conclusion of Sencks and Riesman, Rodney T. Hartnett, in a more

recent` study of the boards of directors undertaken under the auspices of the

Educational Testing Servtee states:-

Those who would argue that the trustee holds no authority or
influence need only to examine some of the trustee attitudes
regarding academic freedom against the backdrop of trustee
faculty conflicts. In the fall of 1968, for example, the
regents of the University,of California voted-to withhold
regular college credit for a series of speeches by Eldridge
Cleaver?".

Hartnett was responsible for a questionnaire study of boards of control in connection

with tile revision of Morton Rauhts book on college trustees. In collaboration with

Rauh, he developed a questionnaire Which was mailed to t tees of over 500 colleges

0
and universities. Responses were received from more tha 5,0b0 board members. On

the basis of the trustee response to an eight-page questionnaire Hartnett cgpcluded:

(1) It is naive to speak of "the college trustee" as if hecould
be easily and accurately described and t4e,descriptionhus
provided were generalizable to all Erust4es. Though summaries.
of the data yield modal patterns, the important point is that
there is a great deal of diversity between and among trustees'
serving on boards of different types of institutions. So while
-it is true and perhaps even informative to say that trustees,
erg veiy often business executives, it is also true thattrustees
of private colleges are very often Clergymen. Even the simple
matter of haw-much time trustees spend on boardi-related acti7
vities varies widely across different types of institutions.

(2) The disclaimer above notwithstanding, the modal or "typical"
trustee can be described as white, dale, in his late 50s, well
eddcated and financially very,successful. His'current college
or university board membership is his first, and he serves on.'
only one board.

(3) Trustees are generally somewhat cautioua'regarding the notion
of academic freedom. These attitudes vary oonsiderably, however,
particularly by geographic region. Trustees of southern and.
Rocky Mountain instpitions are the most conservative in this

, ,regard.

'at

,

t
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(4) Some of the assumption d. the,xelationehip '
between biographical .characteristics of trustees and their'
stgeof operation as governing board methers,appearyto-be.
aceurate.generally,' but run the-riik of being oversimplified.
For example, trustdes whperiebusiness exedutives'Consistent167,
favor 'running a.college 'like a business' more tiSri trustees
with other occupations. At:the same time, howeVeri.trustees ,
.who serve on boards At the: types of institutions having the.
grest proportion of busineSa executives are,pheleast
'likely to,espouse.A Ibueiness orientation' for the institution.

e.
.

:(5),The qualification or diversity notwithstanding, truste4,
.

in general, prpfer a modified .'top-down' form of institutional
ernment, often preferring to exclude even members of the

-'faculty from those decisions having to do with the aCedpalic.
program of the institution. Yet, the trustees themselves shy
"away.fram.direct.decision making except when itcomap,to
selection of the president and matters of finance; the physidal
plant? and 'external affairs.' It other cases they prefer that
the college officials make the decisions.

04-Trusteesdiffer marked y'from those occupying-thehcademic
positions 'beneath' them. In terms of political party affilia-
tion and ideology,, and titudes about higher education, the
trustees are general' ,more conservative than the faculty.

..

(7) The amount of ime devoted to trustee'activitiea varies a'
great deal, both Within institutions and across institutions
of dgferent -types. For example, at one type of institution
thd typical trustee spends fewer than five hours per monthon
board matters, whiletrustees of public universities estimate
more than twice this amount. For the total. sample of truitees,
the median number of hours.per month spent on trustee activi-
ties(Ts siightlymore than five hours, with attendance.at
full board meetings and committee meepings comprising goxe
than half of all time expended.'

,

.(8) Trustees do not read--indeed, havegenerally,never even
heard of--the more relevant higher educationboOks.and journals.

. :1

The January, 1967 issue of Fortune magazine provides an abbreviated case study
.

of the role of the board of trustees in two institutions, the University of Pitts-
,

burgh and'the University of Rochester. The opening paragraph is4worth quoting:'

For U.S. business eXecutives 'sofa generation or so ago,, election
to a university trusteephipowas a commonplaceand often about as
meaningful--as, the award of a good conduct riedal'for a G.I.
Though the charters of private universities invest' the lay trustees.
with supreme legal authority and final responsibility, the post was
regarded for the most part as hOnOrific; "But that was yesterday's
university and yesterday's trustee, Today the world'of higher
"education is seething with expansion, change, and challenge....

,
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6 All' this has substantially changed the-role of the- trustee. His
7 ..joh is no longer merely to conserve fundN he must thinknp

imaginative.new ways to finance projectsolf monumental.magnitudes
And wheie he once discretely.Xcep:hands off thecurricula and
everything,else that 'had to do with ithe lemming proceall
not must it least: acquaint himself.with.the educationalesearcn,

and auxiliary service programs, not only besause he has-to deter..
-Ontne their financial' feasibilityl-but because he has to interpret
the gois:ind needs, pf the university to the coMiunity4 to the

,,'surrounding business interests.; and to the goVernment.1-710;, -

1.

The article describes the relationships of the -boards cf ttustees,t6 the.two instftu-
., ,

',I,,

Lions. Both institutions ware'Seeking improved academic quality. Both in,a sense
A , .

'achieved their goals: But the University of Pittshurgh,became vittUilly,b.ankrupt
f - r . .

O .
N

and'had to ask for, state assistance. TheUniversity of Rochester developed an invest.
/ ,,.' '

h
nt'pOlicy in 1967 gave:iCanendowmentylth a market value/of pus,s,so,o9o,.

,

)L0-ng it sixth .among American colleges and universities..

In the case of the University, of Pittsburgh, the board of trustees left the
. ..

'management of the enterprise almost entire* to PresidentLitchfield. There were

misunderstandings regarding the contributions the trustees themselves would make to

hefUnding of the institution. But Litchfield also operated on an ever-grOwing

annual:de cit. On the other hand, the University of Bobhester trustees had develope3
a 1

a tong tradition o ncial management, and while they gave considerable freedom

to President Wallis, they were informed and involved in thq financial development of

the institution.
.

In an essay in One of the publications of the.Carnegie Commission on Higher

Education, James A. Perkins writes about the conflicting responsibilities of govern-

ing boards".' He points out that ,he original role of the boad; particularly in the

\IJnited States, lqa thaAps an agent of its creator, whether it be the church or

' .

state. That as it was the agency of the organization that brought: the institution
4 e :. .

4 .
1. r . -

into existence. Subsequently,,the board has been asked to serve as a "bridge"...

;

between society and the university. As the university became more and more involved

in research and service, the board came into the role repreilenting the,univeraity's

interest to society as we/l.as society's interest to the university. But 6v.,.)

72. t.
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board is being asked to serve_ as' en;agentof:the universitS, community. That is to
. ? - -.

say, the board "has atsdmed more and more the function at a court of last resort
. . .

.

.-,.-4 4 I I. , ..t .'. for the university's various internal constituencies," and the board is also being
.

.

: % asked "to transform the university into an active instrument for achieving social
. ,. .

justice ""':

e kint refers 0 the Internal tensions within an institution where the board

must titter; its,decitionmaking tights based upon legal authority,-while a university
,*-

internaiooverning body' asserts its decisionaniaking rights based upon representation
.

of university constituengies.,.."The two voices will have tobe merged into a new and
-.

larger notion of public and orivetednterest....The task for the board may now havert
.., .

,
.ia becomea, link betWeen:theuniversiti assembly and the external coordinating body,

. .

a task which Will'requite patient ttatesmanship to succeed:"172 .

But there are those who woULd consider.Pe'rkins! statement too moderate. The.

annual.meetingof the Association of Governing Boards in May,

-report based on a poll of 599 board chairmen....kethemeeting

1widespread agreement that trustees shoUld assume a bigger' ro

issues as facUlty,workloads, tenure, and even the content of

Ione speaker at the conference called for much more involveme
:

facultrworkloads. 114 called for the trustees to become more

1974.4iscussed a

there seemed to be

in handling such

hecurrioulum."1:73

in curriculum and'

accountable:for what
1

-

is happening within tie institutions and ptated; "the very essence of the university
. ,

is.wrappedup in two phrases: 'What is taught' and Chow it is taught.'!!. He went

on to say that'trustees themselves must either exact of the institu-
.

;

fion:or;see to it.that.someone else does and repdrts back to-t.
It

he trustees.
,. i , , .

. - ,

...,

John Budd has accused the trustees of having betrayed their trust. "by neglect-
0

ing td live up to their powers and responsibilities," and suggests the system should

be "either .abandoned outright or drastically revived and restructured."174 If the
t

<0.4

trustees are to begin to make an Important contribution sto higher, education, they
s."

must according to Budd:,

J.) ,
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abandon their traditional secrecy; open their meetings to the
public and-to students; give the public, 6n their own initia-
tive an'annual and candid accounting of their university; seek
out Platforms and opportunities to talk about higher education;
use the machinery of communication they apply so swiftly in
their on businesses tothe problems of communications in
higher,educatidn.175'

In much the same vein, if somewhat more moderately, Harold.Martin, president of

, .

Union College, emphasizes the importance of an active role on the part of trustees.

By, the average college and university faculty body, trustees
are most admired for gener6Us passivity. In their- view, the
academic'business of the College or university is their busi-
ness. ,In fact, however, the business, even the academic
lousiness, of a college or university is faculty business only
in a narrow sense. It is fundamentally public business, whether
the .- college or university iseprivate Or publf,c; and because it
is public business, the management of'it vugt clearly link
responsibility with'public accountability.k7

Martin calls for trustees*with an "informal perspectivt," and emphasizes the need

for administration to take more initiative in providing the trustees with the kind

of input that will assist them to be better informed on campus developments.

McConnell writes that iCtrustees are to exercise their. powers effectively,

board's will have to'be reconstituted to provide for a much greater diversity in

membership ;He contends.that'membership should no longer be confined "to those who.

represent,wealth,.position,pr politiCal power, but should be extended to those who

repAset a wide range of economic and political interests and a diverse pattern of

ethnic'ehd cultural backgrounds:m He Suggests that boards should include a substan-

tial proportion of faculty. He finds, however,.relatively little actual change 1,n

the composition;of governing bofrds in recent yeari. 177

Mason entitles his review of the writing about governing boards "The Reality

of Limited, Power vs, The myth of Unlimited Sovereignty." 41e finds that while the

board is "supreme!' and "sovereign" in a legal sense, "the board interfers only

sporadically and superficially with univers 'lty's decision-making."r" The key

function, as Mason sees it, is that the board represents the "outside public." The

board reminds the university of its peace'in society, shields. the university fform

dysfunctional public pressures and sometimes points out that extrememin acadCnitc_
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freedom cannot be tolerated. He also, with McConnell., arguesefor some faculty

membership on boards.

Examining further data collec teaofor the 968 survey.of boards of trustees,

r

Rodney Hartnett found fairly high forrelations between Ole views of trustees and

faculty, "that on a campus where the, trustees have liberal views regarding academic

freedom, the faculty members tend to perceive the-institiiion as being a Ifreet

place.
179

To Hartnett this and other positive correlations betWeen views of

trustees and perceptions oflaculty suggest that the trustees do influence the .'

climate of the college. The problem is, of course, one of determining which came

first, i.e. do trustees set the climate, or does the climate condition the kinds of

trustees selected? The study by Davis and Batchel or found both presidents and

trustees agreeing that the president of the institution is the key figure in

decision-making. 1$0 It might be inferred, accordingly, that if the trustees influ-

ence the climate of the institution, they, in turn, are'greatly influenced by the

president as a decision-maker.

As the studies that have been Undertaken involving board members--and there

are but a few comprehensive studies--reveal, we have only limited understanding of

how effective boards function, or even of what constitutes an effective board. Yet
.

we,have calls for reconstituting the board, having the board more effectively take
/-

up its proper-poweror even doing away,Ith the fay board. There is little ques-

tion that the board has legal responsibility for the college or university it main-

,tains--but the specific role played by boards is far from clear--or, perhaps more

accurately, the role varies greatly with type of institution, time and circumstancef.

And perhaps that is the strength of the lay board, it can vary'its rale with type

of institution, time and circumstances. As collective bargaining becOmes mare a

part of the collegiate scene, it will be interesting to see what role thee board .

will play. Among public institutions the board nay be bypassed in favor, of execu-

4

tive or legislative offices. Among private institutions,' the board will almobt

inevitably be the locus of last resort.
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Coordination of Systems and State Boards

.
.

, .

This
.

subtopic may not appear to he as closely related to the general topic of
.

.4 .

..,
.

.

-

this monograph as are some of the others. Yet, for both the private and public

s

sectors, the emergence of governing or coordinating boards in more and more states,

has had an impact on the day-to-day decision making of institutions. While itate-

wide governing boards haverestricted their efforts to the public sector, coOrdin.
- .

sting boards, still-in the majority, have in some states, effectively incorporated
. .

..

private institutions into state-wide planning.

Lyman Glenny, a decade ago, observed,that prior to 1945 the main.characteristic..
. \

of higher education in most states was a "lack of system and rationality.in organi-
.

1

zation. "181
Colleges ana universities, pgblic and private, were largely..independeut.

_
of each other, even within a state, After World War II, however; the n*gy,..

sanarchyll begiin to change to new forms of cooperation and coordination Mth inatitu.

tionaI inaependence only within certain new parameters," The moveto coordipation-
, .

. -
..

did not come out of foresight and planning by educators,. but itArase t4ther "from

(

.

. ,
,....:

demands of legislators and goirernmenial agencies Lot 'wore efficientAlse of public
. ,

..
.

.
. .

monies. ". In further\characterizing the deVelopment, Glenny writes: .
/-;

/Legislators /...wanted to eliminate wasteful dgplicatiOnlOf

,

.programs resulting from competition among state i1stitutione,
tosfacilitate realisticand,scientific budget rag esti, and
to establish theationaie for developing new inst tutions
and campuses. In'attempUng to protect the.integrity:O:f their
own institutions, -educators until recently generally haVe
opposed coordination, particularly through new state-.commis-

82isions with legal power

Whether they.opposed.the develop tent or not, educators in-1974-75 were faced with
.

- the reality'of increased state-wide cOOrdination. In 1965 Glenny could write about, ,

the "clasiit ,condition of autonomy" in ten states. Ten years'later, there were only

tit states with no othewide agency--Del ware, Nebrska and Vermcot, and.Nebraska

A-

has a Volgntary ,association.

:s 71-
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i.. 5.15

'
Bei:dahlia -study ,h4dertaken-f0i theericad POuncil Ca_EducetiOil and Ilblished

. .. ,..! .. s , . .. ) I
{''s. 0 ,.',. .

'in 'Oh constituted' that:.daie thiinOst coqprehensive.revtaVof these develop-
, - ...- .

. ,
. . . . . .. . .

, t

.. ,nehts.:Ip.intrOduding_his survey.; Blerdahl Opihted,hp the-significance of state
. -

involvement in- higher; education', avehlf,"as*.the4 appearekrio'be the case, the

fe4erat OveriiMent_wOuld imiartatit rolg ill setting
<

,direct'ion's , for Amerieah.
-

I , '
...-'..increidedTedhralaid:TititWithetanding, stare governments
14117contiUltO-ba-the.:Maor solikce'CI funds for all public

s;ftagheretucatioh,.,../ and77.1t.ia-fikely that ,

state Alppport...fbr 13ritrite asVeil.ap'public,bighir education

as' atatesi: -
, .

.
adb

.

ifFeddral'aid.to:higher_edutatio
perdehtagc;it;does.net necessarily mean

state ihfluence,e.Ultd6rAl
Sivekto the .states, thelatterwill hav
enee,ovet higher education than they lire

, -
_ -

ifthestate-role in financtme
markedly; all inatitutiops=

,could still have to `function in a conte
s' ate

grows by a large

proportionate
block grants are
everrwider inflU-

entiyexercise.

igher education were
public and private....

of. state law and

r -

11*developilaht.of the so-called "1202 Commissio s" to which reference will be Made

later, Wo4ld seem to make Berdahliasecond reap above almost prophetic.

The catalog of state'agenclea as compiled 4y Berdahl and accurate up.to early

1970 shows 27 coordinating boards, 14 of which ere given reghlatiog powers, and

19 consolidated 'statewide goverhing bOards. Four states reported no boards; one,

Indiana; has,.pince established fetatewide coo dinatifig agency. The oldest govern..
, .

ihg board was thatof.yeiada, the Board of Regents, established in 1864. The, oldest
. ,

coordinating board was that Of New Yorkt.the

Of the 27 coordihating boards, 18 ad been es

5 of the governing boards had been establish

in existence by 1945, or before.18

The most recent review of'de

Card of Regents, established in 1784,

abashed during or since 1960. Only

d during or since 1960; some 13 were

elopmention the statewide scene is that by

Larry Van Dyne. Writing in late 974,,Van pyne notes the rapid,developsent of the

coordinating board; in 1954 ther were only four coordinating boards, while in 1924_
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185there were 27 coordinating boards.

73
,

There. have been someshifts, hoiiever,,since

''Rierdahles study. Berdahl classified t6oth New,Hampshire and 'Oregon as "governing"
. 4

'

boards; both are listed by Van Dyne as "`coordinating" boards. And Wiiconsin,

Pennsylvania and North Carolina, "coordinating" boards iii EerdOl's list, are now
. . .

. .---

.40entified'as f`gOverning1 boards. Indiana i4 Beydahl's list hsd,a voluntary
, .

. - . , .., ..' -, ,-.
committee, but

,,

is'shawn'ap having, a*coordiiiating.ppard 11,' i9*,..-T)le thus kive a
A. ,, .. , i- 4_

, ..
,.

boardsAet"increase of one governing board and no change in number of poordinatihg boards
-0'. . . ".

since 1969=70.

4

The distinction between the governing and coordinating board is that the

former IS the legal governing and regulating agenpx for the institutions under its

control, while in the later various levels

persuasion are,etplOyed. doverning boardS

of raview and moral and political
_-)

$ -1

relate"almost exclusively, if not
.,

entirely, to the publiP inatitttions under theit directiOn.' Coordinating boards "car
.

and do relate, to private institutions in various ways. The stkidyb'y the A4demy,

for Educational Development, completed in. the fall-of 19q9, observed that in 14
. ... , _

, . . .

-states the official state planning agency w4,charged "with some responsibility for:
sc,

priVate institutions in overalltplanning for higher education;" and in'Oree,of

the states the law stipulated that private institutions must be includ d.
186

Some

15 additional statagencies indicated some degree of recognition of private instin

tutions in their planning activities. (The planning agencies to which AED refers

were not, in all cases the state coordinating boards.)',

Berdahl,writes that except for scattered programs and eertain state scholars.

ship plans--in 1974 there were almost forty state scholarship or. aid programs in

effect - -few state actions have been directly relevant to private higher, education187

The emergence of several state reports-- Illinois, Missouri, New York, Texas -- dealing

4

exclusively with the role of private higher education in the respective states

,
more ____.---suggests, however, that more of,e concern is developing. The California and

,

Washington studies also devoted chapters to private higher education. One of the

78
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first, if not the-first such report's examined 'state-by-state the programs relevant

to private institutions;188 On-e of.th, authors of that report, in a subsequent

paper Prepared for a Legislative Work Con±ererice of the'Sbuthern Regional Education

Board, after noting someiof the reasons for involving primate'higher educational

institutions in statewide planning, concluded:

Of all of tAearguments advanced, I think, the' most telling
is that certain private higher educational institutions by

,

-virtue of histoky,.strength of programs, or even chance .

development, have made and continue to make significant
contributions to .the advancement of the Purposes of higher
e cation in the state and in the nation. They are perform-
ing a public purpose with the assistance of private benefactions.:
Sta wide planning should take into consideration these contrip
buti s. States ought not to ignore any resources available
within the confines of the state.189

And in outlini g the advantages.of'the coordinating board over the governing board,.
,

Glenny and his colleagues observe that the "one great paramount advantage" is that

000rdingting boards can act as umbrella agehcies,under which avvariety of institu-

.

- *.Ations, agencies, commissions and councils can be related to statewide efforts..,
,-:

.

They note in particular how priVate ihsittutions can participatd in funding program:
. .

-0,

stateplanihg, and'informatiow.gatharing.19°,
:

ter .'
Van Wnets review of reocenjaevelopments'instatewide coordination calls

L"--- t

attentfOnto the organizatil of thtate Higher Education Executive Officers
- . .

(SHEEO) and suggestathat SHEEO may be credited with a substantial role in getting
.

, .-, ..

Congress,to recognize the importance of statewide planning and coordination in the

'1972 aMenduients on higher education.191 Section 1202 of the Education Amendments

of 1972 requttes any state that wants to receive assistance under Section 1208- -

which authorizes grants and assistance to comprehensive statewide planning.to
.

.
.

establish a state postsecpndary comMission that is broadly and equitably represerp....

,
A

,
4.

, tatiVe of various'types of postsedondary eduCatidnal institutions.

After a year.of limited emphaiis, the Office Of Education decided to encourage
o

the creation ofthe'commissions. The U. S. Commif6ion'of Education wrote to all .

79
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goverhors announcing that the Office of Education would allocate at least $1,000,000

for statewide planning grants to be administered by the "1202" commissions.192

The governors were to notify the Commissioner by April 15, 1974 if they had decided

to'establish a commission. The deadline was subsequently extended to April 25,

and 43 states plus-the District of ColuMbia, AMerican.Samoe, Guam and Puerto Rico

reported having established such commissions. The states had three options in
,11

meeting the request: 15 established new agencies; 19 designated an existing agency

or commission; 9augmented an existing agency or commission to meet. the requirement

of the lefiiislation.193 The 1202 Commissions can be designated as the state agency

responsible for certain other federal programs. In the requirement that the 1202

commissions be "broadly and equitably representative of*the general public and

private non4rofit and proprietary institutions of postsecondary education," the

legiblation incorporates, or would seem to do so, Private higher education into

statewide planning.

The Role of the President

Much of what has been reported in previous sections of this monograph must

of necessity relate to the role of the president amid the changing patterns of

governance, but we should perhaps, even if briefly, comment on what is being said

in the literature about the chief administrative officer of the Aterican colleges

and universities.

I

Over.a deCade ago Harold W. Dodds, after retiring from the presidency of

PrilIceton University, undertook with support from,the Carnegie Corporation a study,'

of theAmerican college president. The title of his report contained a question,

"The Academic President--Educator or Caretaker?"' Dodds was convinced Ehat with all

of the pressures coming to bear on the president, the answer still had to be that

the president must devote 50 percent of his time toveducational matters. The

President is the educational leader ofthe institution, and unless he can give
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sufficient time to this aspect of his leadership, "the outlook for higher education

is far more dismal than we are prepared to admit." Dodds could not conceive cif the

president delegating to others an "overriding responsibility.toward the university's

primary role."194 The prsident's leadership had to be 'expressed within an academic

climate, and, according to Dodds, the president "must be willing to accept a defini-

tion ofjeadershipthat brings about change less by the sheer power of his office

and more by informal, friendly; and persuasive means.
195

Ralph Prator, writing

a year later, apparently agreed, because he referred to the president as "the'

leader of a specialized team...tthe coordinator, the catalyst, the generalist who

draws resource information from people "involved in the specialized affairs the
iv

college.
196t

There is a sense of unreality in the comments of Dodds and Prator, especially

as we have emerged from the conflicts of the late 1960s and early 1970s. Dodds

and Prator seem to be describing a'past age, one almost idyllic in comparison to

what appeared tombe the experiences of academic leadeks in more recent years.

Speaking out of the tensions of the chancellorship of the Universityof CalifOniat,

*ei

Berkeley, Roger Heyne's, now president of the American Council on Education, told

the Twenty -third National Conference on Higher Education:.

I should like now to suggest a line of educational change thit
will work toward providing a structural setting in which
administrative leadership can operate effectively.' To put
the matter as bluntly as possible,,I feel it is necessary.
to give more power and effective responsibility to college
and university administrators at all levels. I emphasize /

at all levels, lest anyone think I mean centralization of
power in a top executive. We must identify the major
decision-making points and center, responsibility and account-,

.- 'ability and authority in specific persons. I see no other
way to avoid tjie pattern of mindless and inefficient stumbling
from crisis to crisis than to 'solidity our leadership base. -

Authority and' responsibility are so diffusely spread that
there is no way for those with problems to identify who it.
,is that can help.
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I am not suggestidg,that we should ignore all the data that
indicates that organizational effectiveness goes up with-,.

broadening the base of leadership. But I. think that there is
an optimum'balanne. in an organization between corporative and
individual decisions and that.in the university we are no k

longer as effective as we could be Frith a greater centralization
of authority in persons.197

We have already referred to-Gerald Burns' comment garding the need fig more

vigorous leadership on the' part of the president. He has contended that the growth

of campus problems is due to the lack of presidential fortitude and professional,

wisdom.198

John 'Odrdner, while still President of the Carnegpie Corporation, in his annual

report of,1965, came out with a view that is perhaps midway between Dodds and Heynes.

Observing that in American society the nature of leadership is seldom underitood,

he said:

Most leaders are hedged 'around by constraints...-traditiOnal,

constitutional limitations, the realities of the external
situations, rights and privileges of followers, the require
ments of team work, and most of all the inexorable demands of
large-scale organization, which does not operate on capvicious -
ness. In. short, most.power-is wielded circumspectlY.:179

The are different styles of leadership, depending upon the task and the structure

of the organization, but "anyone who accomplishes anything of significance has more

confidedde than the facts would justify." This quality ,hias been something held in

common by'outstanding executives, gifted military cammanderi, brilliant political

leaders, and great artists.. Too many of the contemporary leaders are not prepar0

to dnide. They seem to prefer to go througik "series of clearances within the

\brganization and let the clearance prOces'S settle it.'! They take polls, devise

statistiCal.systeins, 4TOSS accounting syktems, and information processing( systems.

All of Which is not to suggest that leadership can proceed without goodlinformation.

The leader must know the facts or he is in trouble, but the leader must proceed
e t,

with a degree of_confidence that goes beyond the facts. Gardner refers to the

littlejgirl who told her teacher she was gbing to draw a picture.of God. The teacher
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1

said, "But, Mary, no one knows what GOd iodic& like.", To which Mary replied, "They

will whenT get throuth."200

:Gardner goes on to say that there are a good many people who ask Whether leader,

-"many scientific and professibnal pecplfare actually necessary. In the first
.

are accustomed to the, kinds of probl Allkat
4c a be solved by expert technical adviceQ %

or action." ifhey see no need for leaderS in thet,traditionak sense. And then there
t

.

,A,arethose who argue that leadership mey somehow' r other be at odds with the ideals',
.

-.

of a"free society. A good many young pedple on the contemporary scene at least

argue in this. vein. To which Gardner answers:

We have in-fact outgrown or rejected, several varieties of
leadership that haVe loomed large in the history of mankind.

Me do'not want autocratic leaders who treat us like inferior
beings. We do not want leaders, no matter how wise or kind,
who treat-us like children.

We can have the kinds of leaders we wand, but we camcot cheese
to do' without them. It is ip the nature of social"organization
that we must have it levels in ur national life, in and'out of
government - -in busineasi labor, pqaitics, eancation, science,
the arts, and every'otherifield...Leadera have.a significant
role increating the state of mind that is,the society. They
can serve as syMbols of the moral unity ofthe society. They.
can make express the values that hold the society together.
More important, tqey can conceive and articulate gosti thee
lift-people out of, their petty preoccupations;9rry down them,
the conflicts that tear society apart, and units them in the
pUrsuit of objectives worbity4gf their best efforts.201
,

These comments, though directed to.organizations and leadership generally,

4

would,Sem appropriately'directed tO higher education and:the role of the president.,

. V

DavIldLeslie deScribes the place of conflict in the contemporary university

and sugaests4that we need to be more honest in seeing. that the "modern publi

university is most emphatically not a cloistered retreat for like-m nded

-74cholars."202 Conflidt is a way of -life in the university and the m of

leadership becomes that of accepting conflict as inevitable and/ finding how to deal.

with itin constructive ways. To try to' eliminate conflict is unrealistic short,
";

of creating a mbelly hamegeheoueuti -which, by definition, stifles diversity.,
/

1
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To overcome conflict by redistributing power may, acc

cure worse than'tie'disease. Rather ha-opting for

university, Leili(kAks for developi g mere ffectiv

The 1970 Presidents Institute of the

need for a new style of leadership..,The report on the In, rek4 red t

new presnents as "'Crisis Managers," ana noted that "todey's preeident must know

something about neTT techniques of budgeting scarce reseurces, labpr relations,

- -

Joan Co

the legal proceesl, and the mediation of disputes under pressure."203 D'aVid

Beigquiet's study of presidents in 1972-71 sugges\ied.that "increased demands from

the faculty; mounting pressures from trustees, and 'rising studaf expectations"

have all conspired to make the a experienced 'presidents perceive the job as

'.becoming even,more.cothplex... F.

. k
----------

. The results of this study indicate.that a cSilege pres ident
can.

I.

longer lety on his years oflpresidential experience.'
.

to assure the easy completion of efined job tasks. Regard-
(less of the size of the institut on or the type of advanced
degree held..pthe presidents' Jo tasks grow 'increasingly . .(

,.

complex, troublesome and difficult to comPlete.204

.

He also found in his stratified sample of presidents that the,mean age as 52.7
.

4

years, the mean length of service as president to be five years and 10'monthst

Vi

r

although same.Presidente (21.percent) had served in tile same presideney for10.or

mor? yeairs. =
.

.

r
,

.

. , -

,

arlier, Harold Hodgkinson, on the basis of a mirch larger samitle,had reported

O .

that most presidents served from four to five years. Hodgkinson found 'the median
...<

1tage
,

to be 50 and
4.

that nearly 70 percent/held an earned
,

doctorate.t,-20

researcher 6ported-that a sample of retired college,presidents, most of whom ad

Another

serried logger than the averageff noted above, were at-i& opinion that five t ten
V

.

years is the most ef ctiveterm office. 2"
.
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Still another survey of college presidents revealed an average age in'the

presidency somewhat longer than is the' ase in either Leslie's or Hodgkinson's

study,'and lesS than ri the report on retired presidents. This survey indicated.

7.8,years as the aVerage in the iiresent position, with presidents of protestant

universities reporting the longest average years in podition. The ptudy also

shawed'the deanship to be the most direct step to the presidency:207

The most recent report on the college president was, published in early 1974

di one of the Carnegie Commission reports. The report was based on intensive

,

interviews with 41 college presidents, 39 chief acadeniic offices, 36 chief business

officers, 42 presidents' secretaries, and 28 other officials close to the prese-
t

dents _and included 42 ingtitutions.2°2 Mnong the generalization made bipthe,team

were the following:

In

The American college presidency is a reactive job. Presidents
define their role as a responsive ones...They see theMselves
as trying.to reconcile the conflicting pressures on the
college

The presidency is a parochiaN job. Presidents are normally
not strangers to the institutions that choose them....

The presidency` is conventional. The reuident comes to his
job through a'series of filters that are socialbi'conserva-
tive vis -a -vis his major constituents....

The presidency is important tsn the president.
of his career, He obtains the job.as a reward for his pre-

It is the ,peak

vious career....

The president
role seem to
decision ma
from a proces
the praident
significant.209

is an illusiont, Important aspects'of the
isappear on close examinatidn., In:particuldt,,
g in the university seems to result'extensively
that de ouplesiproblems and choices and nes
role mbr icommonly sporadic and symbolic than

examining frOm varDbus sources, the normative image ofthe president, the

researcher concludet that there does not seem to be a clear care of objectives

-

tha presidents sktbulA pursue and."no clear set of attributes that will guarantee

sutcess."21°

....
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Coheh -and Iftrai examine and find wanting most reports on "average ten4re."
Ik::

. .
. 1 .

The conclude that during most of the twentieth .century the median college president

,

has served about 10 years.
2I1 they refeeto the president as exercising ,leadership

, 4

in "organized anarchy," and while recommending some steps to combat the Prevailing

ambiguity, conclude that the fundamental proklemeof ambiguity will rem in.
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